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PREFACE

The present report has been prepared in response to-Section 226 of the Federal-Aid Highway
Act of 1973 (P.L. 93-87), which is reproduced below.

Driver Education Evaluation Program

Sec. 226.(a) Section 403 of title 23, United States Code, is amended by adding at the end
thereof the following new subsection:

"(f) In addition to the research authorized by subsection (a) of this section, the Secretary
shall carry opt research, development, and demonstration projects to improve and evaluate
the-effectiveness of various types of driver education programs in reducing traffic accidents
and deaths, injuries and property damage resulting therefrom. The research, development,
and demonstration projects authorized by this subsection may be carried out by the Secre-
tary through grants and contracts with public.and private agencies, institutions, and individ,-
uals. The Secretary shall report to the Congress by July 1, 1975, and each year thereafter
during the continuance of the program, on,the research, development, and demonstration
projects authorized by this subsection,.and shall include in such report an evaluation of the
effectiveness of driver education programs in reducing traffic accidents and deaths, injuries,
and property damage resulting therefrom."

In response to tile requireri,ents of this section of the act, this report has been organized as
follows:

Section one provides a brief synopsis of the findings of the study.

Section two describes the highway safety context within which driver education must
function.

Section three provides an overall discussion of the potential traget groups for driver educa-
tion efforts, their contribution to highlay crashes, and the particular problem character-
istics of each group.

Sections four and five are devoted exclusively to high school driver edueation efforts.
Section four provides a brief description of.the implementation,history-of such programs,
and section five provides a summary of past attempts to evaluate such efforts.

Section six provides a followup to section five by elaborating on the pajor problems
involved in attempting to evaluate secondary 'school driver education programs. The second
half of section six then expands the re-ri to include major non-NHTSA activities in other .
areas of driver education (e.g.,.,adult, elderly, drinking, and handicapped driver edUcation
efforts).

Sections seven and eight are most central to the requirements of the act, in that they
describe NHTSA's efforts to develop and evaluate driver education programs. Section seven
addresses itself solely to efforts within the high school driver education area, and section
eight provides a description of NHTSA driver education efforts in the broader traffic safety
education area.

Section nine provides a section-by-section summary of findings as well as recommendations
for future efforts in this area. These recommendations cover both evaluation and program
development efforts for both NHTSA and State programs.

efr
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THi SECRETARY OF TRANSPORTATION

WASHINGTON, D.C. 20590

July 24, 1975

Honorable Carl Albert
Speaker of the HOuse of

Representatives
Washington, D. C. 20515

Dear Mk. Speaker:

Enclosed is the first annual reportJrom the Driver Education

Evaluation Program (DEEP)., required by section 226 of the

Highway Safety Act of 1973. This regort includes a

comprehensive summary of the history, issues and effectiveness

of a broad range of driver education programs along with

recommendations for future efforis in this area.

Sincerely,

Enclosure

4
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William T. Coleman, Jr.
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Section One

SYNOPSIS
0

High School Driver Education (HSDE) is only one of severalcountermeares aimed t-th

driver in -the. highway traffic system. Other countermeasures aim at target0hat inelude the highwa
and its e'nvironinental contex0 and the vehicle. Effort should be expended in all three areas to

maintain.a maximallAgafe highWay transporeation system. Even then dramatic craSh reductions are,
unlikely because much safety effort has already sbeen expended in the United States', making the

'C./ U.S. highway system the safest in, the motorized world.

Formal driver education itself is only part of a compsehensive traffic safety education effort
ainied at a varietY of driver target groups that include young drivers, adult.drivers, elderly drivers, ,

drinking drivers, drivers of special vehicles; and, youth of prelicensing)iges. The HSDE program does

have a high potential for successfully reducing crashes for a variety Of reasons, which include: 1) the
highest risk age group as target; 2) early Intervention in driving experience; and 3) the substaRtial
logic-and face validity of training young drivers. In addition, HSDE undoubtedly provides a training,
service for society, in that it is a primary theans by which nearly -75 percent of the Nation's youth
gain the skills required to obtain their licenses.

After mdre than 50 'years of HSDE, howeverduring wl ic i-time it appears to have gone
throaigh phases of uncontrolled development;Thade futile, tte npts to maintain quality control,
undergone extreme criticism, and, finally, sbown signific&nt signs of-objective curriculum develop-
ment and evalmationits actual effectiveness,as a crash reduction cou4ermeasure is still undeter-
mined. Early studies conducted in the 1950's and 1960'sconcluded that HSDE reduced crashes lind
Violations by 50 percent among those persons exposed to it. These studies did not control for a
variety of contaminating preselection factors, which were found by later investigation to account
for most of the reporyd effect. Thus, their conclusions were incorrect.

Some.critics have claimed that HSDE Was no effeict in reducing crashes, and has little potential,
for such an effect. Such claims also cannot be suppoke.d. Two obstacles standing in theway of ade.:
quate studies that could determine the effectiveness of 1-1SDE are as follows.: 1) It is the commonly
accepted belief that HSDE is effective, which makes difficult the'random exposure of some persons
to HSDE while withholding it from others; and 2) variation in motor vehicle retords, because of

error and differential reporting procedures, Nay be as great as any crash reduction effect (veriation).
that HSDE may cause. The latter *tor makes such records an extremely insensitive measure of any
change that may occur.

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHT,SA) has taken the position that a
quality HSDE program is capable of a 10-15-percent effect in terms of redtieing the probabty of
crash involvement among persons exposed to. it. Such an effect would be cost effectiVe in terms of
those crash reduction savings gained in'the first year after licensing alone. To document such an
effect, as well as.to stimulate improvements in the quality of existing HSDE programs, NHTSA has
developtd an objective- arid performance-based curriculum called the Safe Performance Curriculum
(SPC).An initial pilot test of' SPC has indicated that it will be successful in meeting its instructional
and performance objectives'. The next step will be to demonstrate the crash reduction effectiVeness
of the program by exposing a random1SmtsSigned gfoup of potential students to SPC and conwaring
this group to a no-education control group. When and if a location can be fOund that can satisfy the
requifements for an adequate research design, the demonstration project will be initiated. -

A similar state.of affairs exists in other safety.education areas. Most such prograMs have, like

HSDE, tended to be expanded before objective curriculum development and evaluation'have taken
place. One notable exception appears to be in the motorcycle driver education area, where ear4i

1
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-attempts were and are,being mak to develop quality instruction preOaration programs; develop an
objective-baseNrriculum, and evaluate the program usingproper experimental design procedures.

,

The NHTSA has plans to stimulatNmprovement in the development and evaluation oreduca-
tion programs for a variety of .target.grodps (i.e., young drivers,' drinking drivers; motorcyclists,
aduk- drivers, elderly drivers, and handicapped drivers) by developing safety education cOmponents
for a series of demonstration progrlms- in tliese areas.

°
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Section Two,

UCTION TO THE HIGHWAY SAFET PROBLEM
OTENTIAL MEASURES TO COUNIRA IT

A. The Highway ,, ety Context W thin Which Driver Education Must Operate
I

Usually, when highway safety pr\Alems at4 discussed, they are Acussed in the context of abso-
lute numbers. For example, in 1973 there Were approximaV:oly' 55,800 highway fatalities 44

2,000,000 persons suffering disabling injuries resulting froin highway crashes
15,300,000 property damage crashes
$20,200050,000 lost in highway crashes

.

In attempting tdestablish the need for highway safety' it is simple to go epn farther and make coil-
parisons between highway crashes and other forms of na tonal trauma. For example:

Highway safety crashes are the leading cause of d ath.for Americans under the age of 40.
Highway crashes are the leading cause of accidençkzl death for all ages.
Highway crashes accountfor 94 percent of all tr nsportation-related deaths in Am icd. ,.

Highway crashes kill more Americans in 1 year than were killed in the Vietnam wa in any
10 years!

It is.reasonably apparent that transportation-related trauma is of significant social concern, and
. that the greater part of the problem lies with privat vehieles operating on the Nation's.hO ways,

However, for a feel for how difficult it may be to rpbdify the situation, or to assess Me i- ntial

impact of any one program area (such as driver education), the problem milst be looke
;

4 ,t rom
4., 4

another point of viewthat of total system activity. Far example, while those abkAute tt. res and
trauma relationships already cited are certainly factual, we must not los 'sight of the additionalfact
that in 1974 there were approximately 122,400,000 lit4nsed drivers wh counted for more than,
1.2 trillion miles of travel. Thus, even though there were 55,800 fatalities, Caths pet miles of travel.
amounted to less thaitone death for every 1,000 passenger trips aroundth world. Figure 1 points,
out a still different set of relationships, including the fact that according t National Safety Council
figures (1): )

More than 78 percent of all licensed drivers in any one year are not involved in any type of
crash.
Approximately 98 percent of all licensed Orivers in any one year do not suffgr any form of
serious injury resulting from an automobile crash. .4*

More than 99.95 percent`Pf all licensed drivers in any one year are not killed in a fatal crash.

Looking at the problem in this light, it is apparent that the highway vehicle system is operating
with a certain degree of efficiency:A fact, in terms ot mileage crash rates (see fig. 2), the United
States has by far the safest highWay transportition system of any motorized nation in the world (2).
This finding Would appear to be reasonable, because the United States spends proportionately 'more
time and effort on highwaysafety programs than do niost other motorized nations es evidenced byo
the number of safety programs and organizations visible in the United States today. Thus, while
traffic safety continues to be a problem, it is not an "untouched" problem, and therefore it is rea-
sonable to assume that it will/be more difficult to reduce the extent of the problem than if it were
untouched.

Support for this type of interpretation can be found in a study of safety programs in the truck- .

ing industry (3). Basically, this study suggests.thatin companies (or nations) without traffiOsafety
programs, crash involvement can be impacted more easily than in companies-(or nations) with/

1 1
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UCENSED

DRIVERS

(122,400,000)

.,

PROPORTION

IN PROPERTY
DAMAGE
CRAV(ES (21%)

PROPORTIONk.
IN INJURY
CRASHES (1.8%)

PROPORTION

IN FATAL
'CRASHES (.05%)

- Figure 1

APPROXIMATE PROPORTION OF LICte; DRIVERS INVOLVED,
IN VARIOUS TYPES OF CRASHES IN ANY ONE YEAR

la
existing safety programs..Thus, while substantial,efforts will be require&even to maintain whatever..
safety climate elists on the roadway today, significantly more effective programs must be devel-
oped and impleMented in.an attempt to.improve further the situation, and it.can be expected Plat
in the future crash rate reductionvill be more difficult to effect than in the past'.

;.

The' probability of invo,lvementib a etash at any tittle is.already relatively low.and quite
difficult.to rqduce. Significant reductions will.probabl require,large-scale national approaches that
have some significant impact on the Nation's drivers, in terms of eithQf how they drive (e14.,lising.'
wat belts, minding 'speed limits) or how much they.drive (g., in the recent fuel shortage).

.,
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it Countermeasure Approaches.Available

While there are probably innuinefable crash countermeasure approaches available, they are
usually classified as to whether they affect:

I. The driving environment
2. The vehicle, being driven
3. The driver (and his passengers)

Some of these measures include the following:

'The environment .

removing roadway hazards
improved roadway construction
improved lighting and signing..

7 other environmental measures

The vehiele

improved crash resistance
improved handling
improved occupant packaging
improved visibiRty
other vehicle measures

The driver

j improved driver education
improved driver licensing
improved safety legislation
improved traffic layy, enforcement
improved adjudication processes:

penal sanctions
nonpenal approaches

The National Highway Traffic Safety Administration's (NHTSA) Driver Education Evaluation
Program and this initial report to Congress on that program are concerned With the first coun-
termeasure within the driver programing area. PriMary concern in this report will be to provide the
following inforffiation:

I. The context within which the driver education effort exists (as already described in this
section)

1. The case against the young driver as the primary target group for dri,yer education efforts
3. A brief description of the implementation history of driver education efforts (primarily in

the form o.f high school driver education programs)
4. An assessment Of.the effectiveness of driver education programs from.the standpoint of

highway safety
5. A summary of the primary issues being raised in the driver education area at present .
6. A review of NHTSA-supported efforts in this'area

1
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Section Three

144GET POPULATIONS: THE CASE AGAINST THE YOUNG MALE DRIVER

A. An Overvievitof Potential Traffic Safety Education Target Groups

.4it.
.

Formal traffic sal' education efforts can be and have been directed at a variety 8f target pop-
ulations. Some of these al,get groups and the different approaches i 'volved include thc r following:

Young drivers ..,
public school programs
commercial school programs

Adult driveii

eginner prograyns (public and commerAid)
refresher programs (e.g..,,Tlefensive driving)

Dnvers with disabilities

learning disability programs
physical disability programs

Drivers of special vehicles

cominercial carrier programs
schoolbus driver programs
motorcyclist programs
bicyclist programs

Table I provides a summary of some of the more frequently disc rget.groups for traMc

safety eddcation efforts; the proportion of all drivers, crashes, and es accounted for by

such groups; some general characteristics of the typeg of crashes these gr. As are most often in-

volved in; and some factors that appear to contribute to crash involvement for each target group.
One target group missing from this'matriX involves "all drivers" who acdount for 100 percent of all,

fatal and nonfatal crashes. This group is the primary target of many advanced or adult driver.educa-

tion programs. This section, however, will concentrate primarily on the subpopulation with the
greatest overinvolvement in highway crashesthe young driver (aged 16-24).

B. Young Drivers and Their Crash Records

PropOrtion of Licensed Drivers .

Table 2 shows the breakdown of licensed drivers in the United States according to National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) estimates (I 3,). As table 2 indicates, drivers under
the age of 2,5 constitute approximately 22.3 percent of the total driving population. This figure can
be broken down further to those drivers under the age of 20, who constitute 8.7 percent of the
total driving population, and those drivers aged 20-24, who constitute 13.6 percent of the total. ,

Males and females account for approximately equal proportions of the driving population in all age
groups. However, there are slightly more females in the younger age brackets and slightly fewer
females after age 55.

1 6
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A SUMMARY OF ESTIMATp CRASH INVOLVEMENT FOR VARIOUS.TARGET GROUPS

7
TYPE OF DRIVER

../.
PERCENT INVOI7YEMENt fk. ,'.

MAJOR TYPES OF

CRASHES INVOLVED IN

. '
0

PROBABLE FACTORS

INVOLVED IN PROBLEMS

LICENSED

DRIVERS

1

ALL

,CROHES

FATAL

CRASHES

4YOUNG DRIVERS

i '11514) 21.1
/

4 37'1

4

SINGLE VEHICLE

*FIXED OBJECT

'RUN' OFF ROAD

%. mriiir=r1INK
. ,

INEXPERIENCE , SPEED

RISK TAKING . ALCOH011

ELDERLY DRIVERS

(> 60) ,13.8

1

18.3

0 i
11)

MULTIPLE VEHICLi

FIXE9 OBJECT

o

SENSORY AND Skill PROBLEMS

ALCOHOL, COORDINATIoN

MOTORCYCLISTS 33 1. 4 AT
.

MULTIPLE VEHICLE
4

SINGLE VEHICLE
.

LOW VISIBILITY '
,

LOW.PROTECTION FACTOR

HANDICAPPED

PHYSICAL

MENTe

_
1

N/A
1

$

NilA

,

,

,

,
,

', N/A

N/A

.

N/A

N/A

N/A

N/A

,

,

EQUIPMENT PROBLEMS ..

, DECRiAED MMIPULATIVE SKILL

UNDERSTANDING ABSTRACT IDEAS



)F ESTIMATED CRASH INVOLVINT FOR, VARIOUS TARGET GROUPS

NT INVOLVEMENT

MAJOR TYPES OF

CRASHES INVOLVED IN

-

. PROBABLE FACTOAS

INVOLVED IN rROBLEMS REFERENCES
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Table 2

PROPORTION OF LICENSED DRIVERS ACCOUNTED FOR B.Y. VARIOUS AGE GROUPS

AGE

DRIVERS UNDER 25 25-34 35-44 , 45)4 55-64 OVER 65

ce

MALE DilIVERS -22% 21% 17% \17% 13% 11%

FEMALE DRIVERS 23% 22% , .18% 17% ,12% 8%

tOTAL DRIVERS 22% 21% 18% 17% 1394 9% .

l

Source: Voas (15)
,

13oportion of fatalities
.

In terms of fatal and other CrasheS, hoWever, the prdportions accounted for by young drivers are
quite different. For example, drivers iinderIhe age of 25 accounf for, approxiMately 38 percentkif
the Nation's trarfic fatalities. Table 3 ihows qiis breakdown by age group'for both male andferale
fatalities (13., 14).

,
-

It is apparent that, r both rnale and female fatalities,,the prollpition accounted for by t
under-25 age group is proportionate to the proportion of licensilllidtivers in this age group (77

Table 3

PROPORTION OF MALE AND FEMALE FATALITIES ACCOUNTED FOR By
VARIOUS AGE GROUPS

AGE

DRIVERS UNDER 25 ,25-34 35-44 45-54 55-64 OVER 65 UNKNOWN

MALE FATALS 39% 19% 12% 11%
g,

8% 10% 1%

FEMALE FATALS 33% 17%

S.

14%

-..

13% , 10% 13 1%

TOTAL FATALS 38% 18% 12% 12%

1 _

9% 11%

p= #

1%

Source: Voas (15) 1 9



percent overinvolvement for males and 43 percent overinvolvement for females). As table 4 indi-
cates, the majority of fatalities at any age group are accounted for by males. It should also be
pointed out that males have more nighttime than daytime fatalities (17 percent more), whiLe fe-
males have 72 percent more daytime thy nighttime fatalities (13,14).

As.a summary to the above statistics, figure 3 shows the populationideath rate for motor vehi-
cle crashes .over the past 20 years for fourmajor age groups. Ff0111 this figure it can e seen that
.the poPulation death rate for the 15-24 age group is by far ttie highest and appeas, be widening

Summary of Crash and Violation Data

Goldstein (16), in a 1973 review of the young driver problem, reviewed several studies of viola-
tions, convictions, and crashes involving variOL'is 'age groups. The conclusions found in this review,
surnrnari?,e the'above data presentation as well as studies conducted in other areas. Sonie Of these
conclusions are as follows:

1.. Young.drivers.have higher mean'rates of both accidents and convictions than older drivers,
.

)Per year and per mile. ..

. This-conclusion hol4 for both sexes. Young drivers drive fewer mi1es7per year than do older.
drivers; male.s.4ive more miles per yeahan feinalesin all age 1100)4 (.e..Oifferential quan-
titative exposure).

rna. Mates have more convictions per year than feales cot,70:1,e Oci bpitt difference is
-.

.

. *
-1

especially high for the youngest age groups (Le., 164044 .:. L4.:156
. ..

4. Maks haVe more ateidents per year ' n females forial(age ies';iniikfltiile terms, how-,
. ever, this difference- disappearL with emales having,..-eVen4firih4-06fmile_rates in.same age.,
i ranges. .._ .' -.. .. .

5.. The correlation betweenaceidents ari4i'convictions is higheifOr youni drivers (16-0) than
for older drivers.

. The number of accidents per convietion.is higher for yom drivers9)an for the full ag
,

range for all classes of violations:This rate decreases witit'inereasing numbers of convictions.
..

for all age groups; the figures kir young males and young females are quite similar.
.. .,

'One point should .be piade that the. Goldstein review does nOt inelpde, and that may be of con-
siderable importance irt.explaining the crash overin-volvement of S!oung drivers. While it s true; as
Goldstein States, that pung.strivers usually drive, fewer miles per year than their older counterparts
(loWer quantitative exposurs Per self-reported mileage rates), NHTSA roadside surveys have indi-
cated that young drivers are greatly overrepresented on the highway during the high-risk nighttime

k.

Table

PROPORTION OF FATALITIES AT VARIOUS AGE BRACKETSDACCOUNTED FOR BY MALE DRIVERS
,

AGE UNDER 25
.

25-34
4

35-44 45-54 55-64i OVER 65 'UNKNOWN

% MALES 83.8
f ,

_ k
82.8 78.4 79.1- 80.5 76.4 80.1

Source:Voas (15)
NHTSA Data Systems 9 0

10
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hours. Thus, they are overexposed during these high-risk h'ours. Figure 4 shows this higher litalita-

tive expos e for young rivers quite.iitarly. This factor is discussed more corripletely by Voas (14).

C. Other Ciaracteristics'o Young Driver Problems
. i

The 1473,Goldstein report 00 summarizes, perhaps better than any other to date, many of the
characteristics affacting young driver crash involvement. Basically, these factors involve: (1) over-
involVement in single-vehicle and nighttime crashes; (2) 6articular types oe driver errors and viola-
tions com itted by young drivers; (3) invOlvement with' high-risk vehicles such as motorcycles;

(4) the use falcoh01 (and other drugs); and (5) various pErsonal and biographical factors. A brief
elaborati n of some of these descriptive areas folloWs.

The Nightt?e, Single.:Vehicle,-Alcohol Relationship

It has already been shown that young driver involvement is greater for nighttime crashes than
for daytime crashes. It has also been indicated that this relationship holds only for young male
drivers (who account for approximately SQ percent of the crash problem at all age levels) and not
for young females. goldstein also points out that young drivers are disproportionately involved in
single-vehicle crashes, which is quite logical because, as figure 5 illustrates, nonpedestrian single-
vehicle crashes.peak during nighttime hours (13).

2 1
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A further'relationship involves the fact that most alcohof-relafed crashes occur at night (17), as

is shown in figure 6. Whj le young driver fatal crashes do not more frequently involve alcohol than

adult fatal crashes Oliere is soine overlap, of course), young drivers appear to be inVolved in crashes

at somewhat lower blood-alcohol concentrations (BAC's) tgan older drivers. Figure 7 shows the

results of astudy conducted in Baltimore, Maryland (18), which illustrates this relationship.

The relative proba lity of crash inyolvement as a function of age and BAC level is presented in
figure 8 and reflects an a alysis of data taken from a study conducted in Grand Rapids, Michigan

(19). In this figure the data for crash-and non-erash'-inVolved drivers are analyzed as a function of

age and BAC. When "accident vulnerability" (crash involvement as a function of exposure) is

plotted against age, a U-shaped curve results that indicates that at zero BAC young drivers;(age

18-19) appear to have slightly,greater accident vulnerability than middle-aged drivers (20-65), and
the driving risk rises slightly again in the older ages (70 and over).

The presence of alcohol seems to niagnify these trends. Even low levels of alcohol (between
0.01 percent and 0.04 percent) significantly increase the accident yulnerability of the ,18- and 19-.

. year-olds and of's those over 70. However, this level.- of alcohol seems to cause little increase in acci-

dent vulnerability for drivers between -20 and 65.

At BAC levels between. 0.05 percent and 0.09 percent young drivers (18-19) are even more.

impaired. In this BAC range there is,so.me evidence of slight i1gairment at all age levels. Once again, .

however, these levels appear to-be related to age, with the greatth effect occurring for younger and

older drivers. The data suggest that when both driving exposure and alcohol consumption are
equated, young drivers and elderly drivers are more likely than their middle-aged counterparts to
become involved in crashes.

These data correspond with our natural expectations. The Aung driver is less experienced and
more prone to taking risks and, thus, would be expected to have a higher crash rate, with or without
alcohol. At the other end of the scale. the elderly driver is more likely to have some deterioration in

physical capability and) there:fore, we would expect him to have a higher crash involvement. The use
of alc -hol appears to exaggerate these trends; its apparent effect is to accentuate the we'aknesses

that ady present. Thus, alcohol use has its greatest effect upon those segments of the driying

po tion hose normal hazard risk is already highest and its least effect upon those whose sober

cra. Voilit is already the lowest.

Young Drive Errors and Violatiot

With regard to t erro of young drivers, the Goldsfein paper (1,6) stiggests that the major

typesofin-rors that di ntiate younger drivers from older drivers involve overtaking other vehi-

cles, losing control, swerving, skidding, and speeding. In fact, speeding was considered to 'be a prime

factor contributing to young driver, at-fault Crashes. Teenage drivers also appear to be responsible....:
.for significantly more crashes resulting from fatigue or falling asleep. Again,,this finding-woUld ip
pear to .be reasonable in view of the fact that young (male) drivers are overinvolved in both night,

time exposure and in nighttime crashes. To the extent that alcohol is involved, the relationshin

between alcohol and nighttime crashes also contributes to this phenomenon.

The relationship between speed and young driver errors, of course, carries over into the viola-

tion area where the most common infractions were committed by young drivers, according to a
1970 California study (20), including: speeding, equipment, sign, passing, turning, right-of-way, and

"major" violations.

Speeding appears to be the mostpoMmou traffic law violation committed by young drivers, and
is probably related to the energetic aggressiveness characteristic of the young male driver popula-
tion. Just how extensively this phenomenon is related to the aggressive and generally deviant driving

g 2 3
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behavior characteristic of many alcohol-related crashes is not known at present, but a positive rela-
tionship is apparent.
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Use of High-Risk Vehicles

15 +

One other area of general safety concern, which is more characteristic of young drivers than of
their older counterparts, involves the use of high-risk vehicles such as motorcycles. The Goldstein
review points out that the fatality rate for motorcycles is at least five times* as great as for
automobiles, and motorcycling is predominantly a young male activity. More than half of the

owners of motorcycles are under the age of 25, and approximately two-thirds of all motorcycle
crashes (fatal and nonfatal) involve drivers under the age of 25.

One of the most significant aspects of this area of youth crash problems is the fact that with
motorcycles the fatality rate is highest among those. with the least experience. In fact, a significantly
high percentage of motorcycle crashes occurs within the first 6 months of experience, with many
crashes occurring on the first ride and-often involving borrowed vehicles. Such information,_of
course, strongly suggests the need for formal mOtorcycliSt training and stringent licensing
requirements.

*As is indicated on page 19, NHTSA estiiates that the motorcycle death rate is more like 3.7 times the rate for automobiles.

7
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V.

Personal Biographical 'aarac teris tics

Finally, in the personal biographical area, the Goldstein review (16) points out the emergence of
a cluster of personal variables that appear to be related to crashes involving young male drivers. Cit-
ing research by Pelz and Schurnan et al. (21), Goldstein lists anger, hostility, rebellion, argument,
distraction, escape, and competitiveness as being among such personal traits. He points out that the
overexpression of impulsiveness that Characterizes young males more than any other driver group,
and that includes daredevil driving, anger in traffic situations, driving to blow off steam after argu-
ments, fist fights, and thoughts of injury while driving, also appears to be related to crashes and
violations and is most characteristic of the 16-24 age goup.

Citing a 1971 young driver study by Harrington (22), Goldstein demonstrates support for the
contention that achieving, conforming, cooperative young drivers have less trouble on the highway
than those who are troubled, rebellious, worried, upset, alienated, and so forth. Fortunately, there
appears to be a lessening.of this personal turbulence with increasing age. This aspect requires closer
scrutiny because of its similarity to the problem drinking area. A studyj by Cahalan (23), for exam-
ple, indicates that drinking_problems are most frequent among persons under the age of 30, with a
dramatic tapering off after this age. This relationship is shown in figure 9.

D. Elderly Drivers

As shown in table I, elderly drivers (age 60 or above) account for approximately 13.8 percent
of the Nation's licensed drivers, 18.3 percent of all crashes, and 11.5 percent of all fatal crashes.
Thus, according to these figures they are overinvo,Ived in all crashes by approximately 30 percent
and underinvolved in fatalities by about 20 percent. At first glance, these statistics do riot appear
too significant. However, when one considers the fact that the elderly person drives very few miles,
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,jt appears that the probability of crash involvement per mile driven may be as much as twice that of
the middle-aged driver (6).

Interest in the aging driver is relatively new compared.with past efforts tO combat the driving
problems of young drivers. One of the earlier studies in this area was conducted in 1960 by Marsh
(24), who concluded that many of the elderly drivers"problems in traffic safety involve:

Difficulties with headlight glare and other night-driving peoblemS
Reduced speed of perception, reaction time, and ability to react in complex or demanding
circumstances
Reduced ability to judge distances
Lack of knowledge of rules of the road
Possible preoccupation with other adjustment problems

Somewhat later, Planek (6) conducted a questiOnnaire survey of elderly drivers' problems. Some
of his findings with regard to the problems of this,age group include- the following:

The elderly driver does not always perceive his dFiving problems at their appropriate leyel-of
importance in relation to accident occurrence.
The elderly driver's accident problems involve interactions with the traffic flow around him
rather than his ability to maintain himself within the flow in his own lane. His chief prob-
lems in this respect appear to involve changing lanes, turning, passing, and backing.
The elderly driver is likely to have problems in inattention, largely related to stimulus over-
load and the necessity for rapid reactioh. Though he does not always perceive such problems
as being important, he does recognize that he has some difficulty reading traffic signs. Major
problems resulting from these factors appear to involve running red lights and stop signs.
The elderly driver often feels that he drives too slowly. Yet he usually would like to drive
even slower because he is then able to accommodate himself to the flow of traffic in.his own
lane.
The elderly driver learned to driye quite a few years ago and he may never have taken a
license exam. Consequently he may not be fully conscious of the various rules of the road
and of proper driving techniques.

In addition to the foregoing, one problem that has surfaced in the literature only recently, ahd
that is discussed more extensively in the young driver section, involves the effects of alcohol. It
appears from the data that BAC's, even at low levels, result in a greater impairment effect for elderly
drivers than for middle-aged-drivers (14, 19).

E. Motorcycle Operators

One additional prime target group that overlaps considerably with the young drivey target
group, and .that is discussed to some degree in the young driver section, involves the operation of
motorcycles. Table 1 suggests that such operators constitute only about 3.3 perceht of the Nation's
licensed.drivers and approximately 4.7 percent of the annual highway fatalities. While motor-
cyclists' crash involvement is small in terms of proportions, it is a significant 13roblem in terms of
the high rate of crashes, injuries, and deaths per mile driven. For example, the mileage-death, rate for
motorcycle riders during 1973 was estimated to be about 16 deaths per 100 million miles traveled,
or approximately 3.7 times the rate for automobile occupants (I). A very important aspect of
motorcycle crashes is the fact that a personal injury or death results from more than 80 percent of
all reported motorcycle crashes. Furthermore, approximately one-third of such crashes occur in,the
first 6 months of experience. Another factor involves an extreme degree of Underreporting of
motorcycle crashes and the high number of offroad motorcycles and crashes involved.
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Regarding,the types of crashes involving Motorcycles, it appears that the vasi majority of serious
and fatal motorcycle crashes involve collisions with automobiles. Onlyabout one-third of the re-
ported fatal motorcyc,le crashes involve running off the road, overturning, or hitting a fixed object,
animal, or pedestrian (25). Interestingly enough, of the approximate two-thirds of fatal craShes that
involve other motor vehicles, police reports indicate that in well over half the driver of the other
motor vehicle is at faaltMost often the drivers of the other vehicles claim that they did not see the
motorcyclist. How much this finding in cates'a visibility problem or an attitude problem regarding
an automobile driver's respect for the cy list is still to be determined. Certainly it appears that a
knowledge of defensive driving skills is must for motorcycle operators.

Pe:

F. Problem and Near-Problem Drivers

. Although not generally included within the domain of driver education, another target group
for traffic safety education efforts involves the driver who has already come to the attention of,
authorities because of traffic violations and crashes. Such persons are termed "problem" or."near-
problem"-drivers, and represent a continuum of severity ranging from the least severe (one prior
violation or crash) to the most severe (five or more crashes). Table 5 provides some estimates regard-
ing the proportions of licensed drivers and total crashes accounted for by various types of problem
and near-problem drivers. Much educational effort'has been directed to this target group in the past
under the assumption that a small number of extreme problem drivers account for a large propor-
tion of crashqs. Table 5 indicates that this assumption is not accurate, especially when it is confined
to the most severe problem drivers.

Table 5

ESTIMATES OF THE PROPORTION OF LICENSED DRIVERS AND TdTAL CRASHES
ACCOUNTED FOR BY VARIOUS PROBLEM DRIVER TYPES

Th

--,
TARGET GROUP (DRIVERS WITH:)

PERCENT OF

LICENSED DRIVERS

,- PERCENT OF

TOTAL CRASHES

1 OR MORE VIOLATIONS (PAST 2YRS)

2 OR MORE VIOLATIONS (PAST 2 YRS)

2 OR MORE CRASHES (PAST 4 YRS)

4 OR MORE VIOLATIONS (PAST 4 YRS)

5 OR MORE CRASHES (PAST 4 YRS)

32%

12%

t
8%

.

5%

c 1%

I

/

50%- -

25% ,

9% .

.

5%

.c 1%

Note: The above figures represent istimates based on an aggregate of
research studies. The studies used to derive these figures can be found
from references (90, 91, 92, 93). The estimates for the more severe
problem driver types probably err on the high side if at all.
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One'additional pbint regarding problem driver groups is that there are hree to four members of

any one severity group for every member who will become involved in a c shin the subsequent

year. Further, there arcapproximately 600 such targets-for every 1 to becdrne involved in a fatal

crash in the next year. This point involves important implications for the n mber of persons who
must be exposed to an effective program to have a significant impact on cra hes.

G. -Drinking Drivers

Drinking drivers constitute a problem driver grOup that is involve'd in'more than 50 percent of
all fatal highway prashes (26). Drinking driver involvement in less serious crashesis not specifically

known because of the failure to test for alcbhol in most nonfatal crashes. It is estimated that,
although the proportion of nonfatal crashes involving drinking drivers is probably less than 50 per-

cent, it is still substantial. . .

Studies of arrested drinking drivers have indicated that at least 50 percent of such per§ons can

be classified as problem drinkers who are frequently op the roads at high BAC's. Some of.the more
common characteristics associated with drinking-driving crashes are excessive speed, driving in the'

wrong lane, inattention, and falling asleep.,Such crashes are predominantly nighttime, single-vehicle
crashes where the driver runs off the road, overturns, or strikes a fixed object?While motor skills are
certainly affected by alcohol, it appears that some of the most important decrements resulting from
the use of alcohol involve cognitive, perceptual, and emotional factors. As discussed in the section

on young drivers alcohol appears tb have the greatest impairment effect on young and elderly

drivers.

H. All Drivers
-

Certainly the target group accounting for the greatest proportion of fatal and other highway

crashes involves all 122,400,000 licensed drivers. Many of the current "advanced" or "adult" educa-

tional.programs are aimed at this general target group. ,

Tablq 6 provides a listing of three primary types of crashes (according fO thCpresencCor
absence of other vehicles) in which drivers are involved, and the proportion of crashes accounted for

by eadli crash type. It is apparent that crashes involving more than one vehicle account for more
4 an 75 percent of all crashes and only about 40 percent. offatal crashes (still more than single-

ehicle or pedestrian crashes). Single-vehicle and pedestrian crashes have a significantly greater con-
tribution -to the fatal crash picture. Single-vehicle crashes (fatal or nonfatal) are predominantly a
rural phenomenon, and pedestrian crashes (fatal or nonfatal) occur primarily in urban areas. While

fatal multiple-vehicle crashes are usually rural crashes, the majority of all crashes involving more
than one vehicle occur in urban.areas.

As Table 7 shows,,nighttime crashes account for only a slightly greater percentage Of fatal

crashes.-In terms of deaths per miles driven, however, the nighttime fatality rate is two to three
times as great as the daytime rate. Thus, nighttime driving may be two, to three times more hazard-

ous than daytime driving. This issue becomes important in later discussions of the different driving
habits of persons who volunteer for driver education and of those who do not.

Finally, table 8 provides some estimates of the proportionS of fatal injury and total crashes that
inmolve various types of improper driving actions! The National Safety Council (NSC) (1), which
provides the source for tables 6, 7,-and 8, clearly points out that most crashes involve multiple,
causative factors invoNing various cqmbinations of environmental, vehicle, and driver cOmponents.

The NSC also suggests, however, that correcting the improper &riving practices, which are so fre-

quently involved in crash causation, could have an important effect in reducing the probability of
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Table 7

FATALITIES AND FATALITY RATES BY DAY AND NIGHT

CRASHES

.

TIME % FATAUTIES FATALITY, RATE*

,

.) . .

TOTAL DAY 48% . 2.9

- NIGHT 52% 7.4

URBAN DAY 47% 1.8

NIGHT - 534 4.6

RURAL DAY 48% 4.3

NIGHT 52% 10.7

,

*Deaths per 100 million miles traveled

Source: National Safety Council Accident Facts 1974

Table 8

PROPORTION OF CRASHES INVOLVING VARIOUS TYPES OF IMPROPER DRIVING

TYPE-OF DRIVING

TYPE OF CRASH

FATAL INJURY ALL

IMPROPER 'DRIVING 67% 73%.

,

SPEED TOO FAST

S.
.

25% 18%

,

. 13%

RIGHT OF WAY 14% 21%. 20%

LEFT OF CENTER 12% 4% 3%

OVERTAKING 2%
4

2% 3%

IMPROPER TURN 1%
..

2% - 4%

FOLLOW. TOO CLOSE
4

1% .9% 12% ,

OTHER 13% 18% 25%

NO IMPROPER DRIVING
/

33% 27% 20%

Source: National Safety Council .1

Accident Fasts (11 35
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Section Four

A HISTORICAL VIEW OF HIGH SCHOOL DRIVER EDUCATION
IN THE UNITED STATES

A. Introduction

Basically, the idea 9f training persons to operate motor vehicles stems from the assumption that

trained or experienced 1)ersons will perform better in most traffic situations than untrained or in-

experienced people. The beginning of driver and safety education .was based primarily on this

assumption, and most programs were implemented on the basis of their face validity for accident,

prevention. In addition to the commonsense emphasis placed On the skills required for driving, a

similar emphasis was placed on the development of assumed safe-driving attitudes, with the belief

that such attitudes would result in feWer crashes anq that such attitudes coulehe manipulated or

developed.

Unfortunately, it was not until very recently that an attempt has 'been made to determine scien-

tifically which behavioral variables (including attitudes and skills) have a causal relationship with

crashes. Recent efforts have also sought to determine whether such variables can be manipulatedor

developed by mearis of effectiire training. Measurement of the extent to which a curriculum meets

such instructional objectives and various performance. requirements has also been emphasized .

recently. Furthermore, serious attempts are now being made to assess the degree to which such pro-

grams are successful in meeting their ultimate goal of crash prevention.

B. A Chronological Summary of the History of HSDE

In order to provide a perspective of the history of event that marked the evolution of the High

School Driver Education (HSDE) movement, the following chronological summary of events has

been prepared, primarily from information presented in a 1971 study by Warner (31).

*1913 The National Safety Council (NSC) is formed.

1916 The first known driver education program is developed by William Fulton in

Gilbert, Minnes9ta.

- 1919 The first textbook for safety education is authored by Dr. E. George Payne, Harris

Teachers College, St. Louis: Missouri.

*1922 The Safety Education Section of NSC-is formed by Albert W. Whitney.

*1924 National Highway Safety Conferences are held because of-,mounting highway death

toll.

1929 The first general 'safety education course at a teacher-training institution is devel-

oped at Columbia University by Dr. Herbert J. Stack..

1930 Dr. Amos Neyhart (the "father of driver education") begins feaching high school

students behind the wheel (BTW) on a voluntary basis.

1932 The-first classroom driver education course is offered in Westwood, New Jersey, by

Dr. Herbert J. Stack.

1934 The first separate classroom and laboratory phases are offered by Anios Neyhart at

Pennsylvania State College.
*Denotes important organizational events.
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1930 The first driving simulator and the first automobile:driving range are developedby
Dr. A. R. Lauer at Ohio Stale University and later at Iowa State College.

1934 The NSC provides first film entitled Ask Daddy,
1936 The first high school driver education textbook Man and the Motor Car is edited by.

Albert*Whitney.

1936 The first three-phase program (classroom, simulation, and BTW) is implemented at.
Lane Tech, Chicago, Illinois, by William A. Sears.

1936 Amos Neyhart becomes traveling consultant for American Automobile Association
(AAA).

,1937 The first citywide driver education program is implemented in Cleveland, Ohio, by
Leslie R. Silvernale.

1938 Campus centers for teaching undergraduate and graduate courses in driver education
are initiated at Penn State under Amos Neyhart and at New York Uniyersity under
Herbert Stack.

1438 The AAA textbook Sportsmanlike Driving is published.

1941 The first comprehensive study of the effectiveness of driver education is published,
Cleveland, Ohio.

*1942 Wartime driver preparation programs are implemented.

*1943 The National Commission on Safety Education (NCSE) is established as part of the
National Education Aspciation (NEA). The Automotive Safety Foundation (ASP)
provides first grant to the NCSE.

*1945 The first President's Conference for Highway Safety is held.

1945 Most driver education teachers are being prepared either at Penn State or New York
University.'

(77,

*1949 The NCSE conducts the first National Conference on High School Driver Education
in Jacksons Mill, West Virginia.

*1952 The Allstate Insurance initiates policy of providing insurance reductions for
students completing HSDE.

*1953 The second National Conference on High School Driver Education is held in East
Lansing, Michigan.

*1954 The second President's Conference for Highway Safety is beld.

1954 The first c011ege textbook on driver education, entitled Highway and Driver Educa-
tion, is published.

1955-56 Safety centers are established at the University of Maryland and at Michigan
University.

*1956 Tfie American Driver and Traffic Safety Education Association is organized.
1957 The use of video tapes for classroow courses tegins in'Cincinnati, Ohio.

*1958 The third National Conference on I-figh School Driver Education is held in
La Fayette, Indiana.

*Denotes.important organizational events. 37



.1960 NumerousHSDE "efiectiveness" studies are conducted and reported.

* 1963 'I'he fourth National Conference. on High School Driver Education is held in'

Washington, D".C.

1964 WiSconsiri ernPloys*ducational television to teach driver education gtateWide.

1964 The NSC develops an 8-hour classroom program called the "Defensive Driking.

Course:"
..

1965 There are nearly 400 multiple-car ranges and 14 safetY centers in the United States.

*1966 Congress enacts the Highway Safety Act of 1966, which ultimately leads to the
creation of the National Highway Safety Bureau (NHSB) and highway safetx stand-
ards, and the use of matching Federal funds to encourage highway safety programs
such as driver education.

*1967 The Driver Education Standard is implemented..

1968o69 Moynihan and McGuire repbrts.criticize HSDE.

*1970 The Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1970 add the Highway Safety Act of ,1970 are
enacted. The NHSB. becomes the National Highway Traffic-Safety Administration.

..(NHTSA).

*1970. The Highway Users Federation for Safety and Mobility is formed by a.staff meiter
of ASF, the National Highway Users Conference, and the Automobile-Industries
Highway Safety Committee.

*1970 The NCSE is discontinued by NEA.

1971 Driver Education Task Analysis and-instructional objectiyes are tomPleted.

*197.3 The Fifth National Conference on Safety EducatiOn is bele, in Waryensbürg,

Missouri.

1973 The Federal-Aid Highway Safety Act ói 1973 calls forDriver tducation Evaluation
Study.

C. Phases,of HSDE
s

This series of events can be characterized in a variety ways, depending on the point of view

and involvement in the HSDE effort. Following is a propoMd phasing'system:

Phase I: Certainly the era before 1949 reflects a period of relative! disorganized and uncon-

trolled development efforts, without much emphasis being placed on program content, quality con-

trol, or evaluatidh. During this and the subsequent period, considerably exaggerated claims were

made concerning the pztential effectiveness of HSDE in reducing crashes and violations.

Phase II: Starting with the creation of the NCSE of the NEA in 1943, and continuing through

the 20 years in which NCSE sponsored the fourNational Confetences on High School Driver Educa-

tion (1949, 1953, 1958, and 1963), several initial attempts tb improve The quality control of HSDE
°(i.e., teacher preparation, course standardization, etc.) are apparent. However, little evidence' of

objective curriculum development or evaluation efforts can be fotind in this period. A number of
large-scale uncontrolled evaluations were'conducted during tlie last decade of this era, and were to
become the target critical studies in the 1960's. One additional significant event which occurred dur-,

ing this period involves the initiation in 1952 of the insurAnce industty policy of providing premium
reductions for newly licensed drivers who had cornpleted.a driver education -course.

*Denotes important organizational events.
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Phase ///: ertapping somewhat witfi the previous period and extending to the present is what
can be c the "critical period" for HSDE. Beginning with studies by independent researchers in
the early O's and continuing with the Moynihan (32) and McGuire and Kersh (3) reports.in
1968, HSEiE came under severe attack with regard to its claimed effectiveness in crash prevention.
This era is more completely described in_the FISDE "effectiveness" section of this report. Whether
any substantial changes weremade during the I960's as a result of such criticism is a matter of opin-

ion4Kaywood (34) has suggested that for the Most part "these voices went unheeded." During this
period, HSDE was expanded from providing training for approximately 1 million students to pro-
viding training for more than 2 million students.

Phase I Although criticism of HSDE remainssubstantial in the 1970's, as is evident from the
findings of ;fie California Driver Training Evaluation Study (36), several significant events have
taken place in this period that suggest that perhaps they will mark the beginning of a new era of
accountability (37, 38, 39, 40, 41)objective curriculum development (42., 43, 44, 45, 46), and
adequate evaluation by the HSDE community (45, 47, 48). One additional event of the early 1970's
involves the convening of the Fifth Nafional Conierence for Traffic Safety Education in Dectibber
of 1973. After this conference, it was apparent that Tour primary thrusts were,underway in the
traffic safety education area (49), as follows:

Qualitative improvement was being emphasized above the need for quantitative expansion.
HSDE was becoming 'an integrated component of a much larger traffic safety education
program for various driver groups.
Jnoreasing emphasis was being placed on cost-effective safety educatiOn with built-in evalua-
tion based on measurable objectives.
Instructional management was moving more toward criterion-referenced courses for stu-
dents as opposed to time-based instruction.

D. National and Federal Events in the History of HSDE

In order to understand the yole of the Federal Government in the history of HSDE develop-
ment, it would be usefulto point ont some of thiinitial non-Federal efforts to improve and stand-
ardize the quality of such programs. From the 1. erature avaable, it appears hat one of the most
important organizations in this regard was the CSE of the NEA, es'tablishef in 1943. One of the
primary roles of this commission involved its support of four national conferences that developed
guidelines.and minimum requirements for HSDE programs and teacher preparation. Unfortunately,
the commission did not have the means to enforce such guidelines or recommendations.t*

With the advent of the Highway Safety Act of 1966 (Bk. 89-564), ntfching funds (sec. 402)
were niade available to the States to implement their highway safety programs, and additional
funds (sec. 403) were made available for Federal research and development projects. Thus, with
this act, some leverage was provided for the enforcement of at least some of the guidelijes devel-
oped in the prior national (and special) conferences by making the availability of section 402 funds
contingent Iron progress in meetingsuch requirements: The areas of interest were\spelled out in the
five basic elements of the Driver Education Standard issued on June 27, 1967. These five basic areas
of interest included:

Providing for the availability.of a driver education program to all youths of licensing age
Providing for a State research and dewelopment program
Providing for a program ,for adult driver training and retraining
Providing,for the licensing of -commercial driver education schools and the certification of
their instructors

4 Providing periodic evaluation of the State program by the State and the Federal Govern-
ment

3 9'
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"The prime function of the Driver Educat n Programs Division of NHSR (now NHTSA), which

was established as a result of the 1966 act, ecame one of providing the States and their political

subdivisions with technical and financial a 'stance to meet the requirements of the standard. How-

ever, the goal of expanding the,State progr ms to all eligible students was the primary thrust taken

by the States in response to this standard, a d niOst of the funds provided by section 402 were in

response to this goal.

Using funds provided for under section 403 of the 1966.act, however, NHTSA quickly em-

barked on a comprehensive development and evaluation plan, which is described fully in sections

seven and eight of this report. As a result of section 226 of the Federal-Aid Highway Act of 1973,

and its requirem,ent to conduct and report to Congress an evaluation of various types of driver edu-

cation programs, this ongoing program (initiated under uthority of sec. 403 of the 1966

Highway Safety Act) became the nucleus of the Dri Education Evaluation Program, as well as a

major influence in-the driver education communit Since none of the $10 million authorized for

this evaluation activity was actually appropriated, the ongoing research and development plan was

not appreciably expanded or changed.

Two additional events should be pointed out in this discussion of national involvement in the

history of driver education efforts. These include the establishment of the Department of Transpor-

tation and NHTSA by Congress in 1970, and the discontinqation of NEA's NCSE in that sarne year./

E. Status of the Implementation of HSDE Programs

As of the 1972-73 school year, 3,591,137 students were considered eligible to enroll in HSDE.

Of (hat number, 2,621,684, or 73 percent, chose to do so. This figure represents a .6.5-percent in-

crease over the previous year (35). Figure 10 shows the trend in student enrollment and its relation-

ship to the number of schools offering HSDE since 1961. As is apparent from this figure, student

enrollment has inCreased from apprdximately 1,100,000 to 2,621,684 in the decade from-the

1962-63 school year to the 1972-73 school year. This increase represents an oyerall increase of 138

percent, or an 'average increase of 159,000 students per year.

As figure 11 indicates, of the 2.6 million students taughein HSDE in 1972-73, 95 percent.re-

ceived classroom training, 79 percent received BTW training, 21 percent received simulator training,

and 10 percent received offStreet range training (35). :

With regard to financing, NSC figures indicate that in 1972-73, 43 States received Federal funds

authorized-by section 402 of the 1966 act for their HSDE programs. Thirty-one States received

State reimbursements. While the maximum allowable reimbursement per pupil was $41.37, the aver-

age cost of instruction per pupil came to $76.32.
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Section Five

STUDIES,OF THE EFFECTIVENESS OF HIGH SCHOOL DRIVER EDUCATION
PROGRAMS

A. Introduction

There'can be little"atlubt that High School Driver Education (HSDE) provides a training func-
tion for society, in that it is the primary means by which approximately 73 percent of newly -

licensed driv rs gain the knowledge and skills necessary to attain their driving licenses. Undoub,tedly
this program constitutes a considerable service to the parents of teenagers who are of licensing age.
The questiovl with which HSDE effectiveness studies are concerned, however, involves whether '

young drivers who obtain driving licenses primarily by means of HSDE training have better crash
records after licensing than do the same types of young drivers who are trained by some means
other than a formal HSDE course (e.g., parent training). Here there is considerable skepticism, and
the following review is intended to summarize what kinds of studies have been conducted in the
past, what the major findings have been, and what research deficiencies have charaeterized this area.
No attempt has been made to review or critique all the studies. Rather, an atftmpt has been made '
to.convey accurately the overall status and meaning of this body of research. Most of the studies
reviewed occurred before the emergence of the.National Highway TraffieSafety Administration
(NHTSA) and its Driver Education Evaluation Program (DEEP). Some of the studies, however, have
been implemented in the States since 1968 when NHTSA (then the National Highway Safety
Bureau) embarked on its long-term research, development; and evaluation program in the driver
education area: The NHTSA efforts that constitute DEEP are reported in sections seven and eight.

B. Early Studies by Proponents of HSDE

A number, of studies were conducted in thee1950's and early 1960's purportedly to determine
the effectiveness of HSDE. Most of these studies, however, were apparently conducted .by propo-
nents of fhe programs, and appear to have been conducted more for the purpose of supporting the
researchers' convictions (that HSDE was effective in preventing crashes) than for the purpose of
objectively, determining whether HSDE was effective. The situation is similar to that described in a
recent paper bY Campbell (50) concerning "trapped administratou." The majority of these studies
have already been reviewed by the American Automobile Association (51), the Association of
Casualty and Surety Companies (52), Goldstein (53, 54), the National Commission on Safety Edu-
cation (55), and the National Transportation Safety Board (15). To summarize the findings of the
rather large number of these studies, a few of the larger scale efforts have been selected for descrip-
tion,cfor example:

-A 5-year study conducted in Minnesota from 1950 through'1954 compared the driving rec-
ords.of 3,000 drivers in three groups: a) drivers without a formal course in,driver education;
b) drivers who have taken a classroom HSDE course; and c) drivers who received behind-the-
wheel (BTW) training in addition to classroom training. The results suggested that the com-

.plete course Was more effective than either the classroom-only course or no training (56).
In conjunction with Michigan State University, the city of Lansing, Michigan, released a
study in 1962 thaI indicated that, in spite of National Safety Council estimates that young r(
beginning drivers have twice as many crashes per driver as older drivers, HSDEgraduates in
that city had 20 percent fewer crashes than did older drivers (57).
In 1964, the Connecticut Motor Vehicle Department released a study of the driving records
of nearly 50,000 young beginning drivers. The results indicated that FISDE students had 40
percent fewer violations than parent-trained drivers, and 45 percent fewer violations than
commercially trained drivers (59).
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In a somewhat more controlled study, the New York Motor Vehicle Department released a
study in 1964 which involved 960 1-ISDE-trained students and 960 nontrained students
matched on variables such as academic status, sex, and school attended. The driving records
of these two groups were followed and compared for approximately 18 months, and it was
reported that untrained students had 22 percent more crashes than the HSDE-trained stu-
dents (60).

While there were several additional large-scale studies conducted during the 1950's and early
1960's, a few of which even showed non-HSDE-trained students to have better subsequent driving
records than HSDE-trained students (51), most of such.studies can be characterized as follows:,

Most, were conducted to support the conclusion that HSDE was effective, rather than tO
document objectively such effectiveness.
All were post hoc driver record examinations that did not involve preassigning persons to
various groups in a random or unbiased fashion, and then following the records of such
preassigned groups.
Few attempted to control for the effects of extraneous variables known to be significantly
related to crashes (e.g., socioeconomic status,-se)q, driving exposure.
The conclusions of these gtudies were generally that

HSDE graduates have 50 percent fewer crashes than nongraduates.
Complete courses involving on-the-road training are more effective tnan classroom-only
courses.
HSDE is more effective than either parent or commercial training.

C. Studies by Independent Researchers

It was not long before the research inadequacies of studies like those already mentioned were
being brought to public view. The failure to assign students randomly to HSDE and non-HSDE con-
ditions before comparing their subsequent records, the failure to control for important extraneous
variables, and the failure of earlier studics to report the specific characteristics of the driver educa-
tion curricula being evaluated were sot:4 pointed out by a number of less convinced researchers.

For example, studies conducted by Conger, Miller. and Rainey in 1966 (65) and by Ferdun,
Peck, and Coppin in 1967 (66) suggested that the types of students who enrolled in HSDE drove '-
significantly fewer miles than did those who did not enroll in HSDE. Thus, the probability of crash
involvement for the HSDE group was less than for the non-HSDE group even before the training
had begun. This example is one of a contaminating effect resulting from differential quantitative
exposure. There are some indications in the literature that students who enroll in HSDF, differ from
nonenrollees with regard to qualitative exposure as well. That is, they drive less frequ'eritly at high-
risk times (e.g., dt night) than do their non-HSDE counterparts.

An earlier study by Rainey, Conger, and Walsmith in 1961 (67) suggested that HSDE and non-
HSDE students also differed, on varioys personality factors, in that HSDE enrollees were signifi- -
cantly more introspective, sensitive, and esthetic in their interests. A later study conducted by
Asher in 1968 (68) appeared to confirm personality-related differences centering around academic
knowledge, intelligence, and socioeconomic statusall seemingly related to crashes.

One result of these kinds of research findings was the suggestion that if the effe-cts of these ex-
traneous variables were removed, or controlled for, it niight be that HSDE students would not have
significantly fewer crashes (due to HSDE training) than yoising drivers who did not enroll in HSDE..

One study condusted in 1966 (65) appeared to lend some evidence to such a proposition. This
study also did not involve randomly assigned comparison groups but, rather, cOmpared a) persons
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who desired and took HSED, b) those who desired but did not take HSDE, and c) those who did
not desire and did not take HSDE. Generally, few differences in subsequent dash involvement be-
tween such groups could be documented, and it was suggested, at least, that as more of the effects

of such variables could be accounted for, fewer crash reduction effects attributable to HSDE train-
. inewould be apparent. These results were similar to those reported by Coppin et al. (69).

Perhaps the most dramatic assertion of the lack of documented effective .ss of HSDE was made

in 1969 by McGuire and Kersh in a critical review of the research literature (33) This study con-
cluded that HSDE, as it existed at that time, bore no causal relationshio to either raffic violations
or crash frequency. This study probably represents one of the most ex reme of the criticisms
directed at HSDE to date. While this study was also attacked for its me'hodological shortcomings
(34), Wwas becoming more sand more apparent in the literature that:

An HSDE course needed to be developed based on critical driving tasks, using curriculum
objectives related to these tasks, and evaluated by means of immediate performance goals as

well as long-term crash involvement.
Such a program needed to-be evaluated using random assignment, experimental design pro-
cedures, and a long-term followup period to monitor the subsequent crash records of HSDE

and non-HSDE drivers.

It was at about this time (1968) that NHTSA.(then called the National Highway Safety Bufeau)
embarked on a research and development program to accomplish the foregoing objectives. However,
in the course of the 5-6 years since the initiation of that research arid development effort, several
additional studies have been conducted in the States that warrant consideration..

D. Studies Conducted Since the 1968 Implementation of the NHTSA Research and Development
Program

Several studies have been conducted thai reflect the findings of a 1973 Ohio stddy (72), thaft
HSDE can significantly improve knowledge levels and attitudes conducive to afe driving. In this
particutar study, HSDE students were given pre-And post-HSDE knowledge and attitude tests, and
the results obtained were consistently in favor of positive changes in these measuresat least for
short tOe intervals.

The California Young Driver Follow Up Study reported by Harrington in 1971 (22) and pre-
viously mentioned in the section dealing with the driving records of young drivers (sec. three);
also involved a sophisticated attempt to determine the effeEts of HSDE training by statistically con-
trolling for the effects of extraneous variables by means of flalyses of covariance. The data, col-
ected on a large number of young drivers, both male and female, suggested ,that driver training re-
uced fatal, injury, partially at-fault, and single-vehicle crashes for young female drivers. For young

male drivers the evidence was less firm.

In this study biographical, attitudinal, personality, and driving-behavior data were collected on
13,915 young beginning drivers aged 16-17. Some of the more important findings were that:

Those taking BTW driver education had better subsequent driving records than those not
taking BTW training, but BTW students also appeared to have more socially desirable per-.
sonality traits, thus confounding the results.
Taking the foregoing differences into account, in-car instruction appeared to reduce the
probability of fatal and injury crashes among young females, ut not among young males.
Analysis of the classroom phase of the progPam appeared to rovide similar but less clear

results. .

A cost-benefit analysis indicated that even though the apparenj crash reduction was small,
the savings at least equaled the cost of the program.
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While this study did not involve random preassignmenf to training and nontraining groups, the
analysis of covariance approach used represents perhaps the closest approximation tOcan adequately
controlleyI study available to that date. Still, the author emphasizes the limitations of his methods,
and suggests tharany future studies in this area employ the randomized-groups experimental design.
Such a suggestion is found in a variety of publications in this area since the mid-1960's (16, 22, 33).

-

A second California study, reported by Jones in-1973 (36); was conducted to compaie bdnefits
and costs of BTW driver training given by certified public high school teachers with that given by
commercial driving-school instructors. All of the students in the study had completed or-were
enrolled in the classroom phase of the secondary school driver education program. The study also
compared the standard 6-hour BTW training (or its simulator-assisted substitute) with programs
providing up to 10 hours of BTW training. The results were as follows:

In general, no significant differences were found between ,Ife groups trained by public
school instructors and cominercial instructors in terms of citations on the drivers' subsequent
driving records. Also, there were no significant differences in the rate of reported accidents
between short and long programs (public or commercial)...
Costs were found to v.ary widely among school districts and among commercial schools.
However, based on a median category cost model developed to reduce the influence of the
extremes in any category, the commercial training programs, were follind to be less expensive
per student than were the public training programs. 7.

There, are sOme important restrictions on the applicability of the finlings of this study, both
within California and in other States. To begin with, there was no attempt to insure uniform curric-
ulum content or teaching techniques for students in the various comparison groups. Also, there is
not sufficient information reported in the study to determine whether any particular BTW program
is similar to any or all of the other programs to which the students were exposed in the study. Fi-
nally; dll commercial school instructors in the study had completed a special 41-hour driving-
instruCtor's course. Therefoye, the findings would not apply to programs in which the commercial
instruCtors had not been so trained.

Since the release of the 1973 Jones report, the study has been reviewed by other researchers in
the field. One particularly comprehensife review was recently completed by Goldstein (73).

Although the.Goldstein report is extremely comprehensive and detailed, it appears reasonable to
summarize it by stating that Goldstein disagrees with the conclusions of the Jones report, at least
with regard to the differential effect of public and commercial training on young male drivers,Gold-
stein reports consistently more favorable results for the various public programs than for the com-
mercial programs.

For example, Goldstein reports that public short courses (6 hours) do better than commercial
short courses for male drivers, and that public long courses (10 hours) do better than commercial
long courses for these same drivers.

The results for youdg female drivers were much less consistent, Si3metimes favoring the commer-
cial and sometimes favoring the public courses. However, the commercial nonsimulator short
courses appeared to be clearly superior to the public nonsimulator short courses in terms_of subse-
quent speed violatiOns among female drivers.

Generally, according to the Goldstein review, long courses did not fare any better than short
courses (commercial or private). Also, there were no clear advantages to the use of simulators. Gold-
stein comments at the end of the report that simulator costs are so fat out or line (high) that their
use should be examined, particularly since the rationale for the use of simulators is that they can
reduce instructional costs.
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Several additional studies of State HSDE programs have recently been completed in Texas (74)

and Iowa (75). The tesults of thelexas study Were available at the time of this review and are

described below.

The Texas study was,designed to evaluate the Major types of driver education taught in the pub-

lic school systems in Texas,,including various two-phase (classroom and on-the-road), three-phase

(classroom, simulation,.and op-the-road), and four:phase (classroom, simulation, range, and on-the-

road) programs. In addition, programs that used educational teleyis,ion (ETV) for the classroom

phase of their program were evaluated.

Although a retrosPective evaluation design was used (rather than a random-preassignment .

experimental design), program effectiveness was measured in terms of crash and violation experi-

ence and students were matched on variable's such as sex, father's.occupationcultural,heritage, and
grade average. One factor that could not be controlled for was age, because HSDE stuflents are
allowed to obtain driving licenses at age,16 in Texas and untrained students must wait until age 18.

Thus there was a 10.6-month age difference between HSDE students and those w,ho learned to drive

by other means. The authors_point out that "this could be a significant factor influencing compari-
sons of driving records between these two groups." The results of the study, however, suggested .

that:
When moVing violatrons (6pecially speeding) were compared between matched !Airs, ETV

subjects had significantly'lower violation rates.
There were no significa4differences between the ETV group and the matched no-formal-
treatment group with regard to crash rates. .

Trends were estabfished that indicated that the three-phase, four-phaw, and ETV programs
were more potentfally effective than was the two-phase program (in terms of overl-crash
and violations records). ,

Other interesting findings of the study include the following:

Driver education subjects drove more in terms of annual mileage than nontrained subjects.

Males drove four times as much as females.
Males accounted-for the major proporiion of crashes and violations.

Other variables, such_as quality of instruction, teacher preparation; and the usefulness of perform-

ance measures and diagnostic tests in differentiating between safe drivers and chronic violators, were

also investigated. Basically the results of these analyses were that:
,

The students of instructors who completed college majors other than physical education had
better performance scores.
The students of instructors who had more credit hours in driver education did better than
those who had less prepared instructors.
Students of instructors whose preparation had included physics had better records than
students of instructors whose training had not included physics.

--Investigations of the scores on the McGuire Safe Driving Scale, scores on the Siebrecht-
Attitude Scale, and license examination scores in conjunction with driving records indicated'
that there is enough support for a diagnostic pretest effort to warrant further investigation.

The Iowa study (75) attempted to assesg the coMparatiVe effectiveness of various driver educa-
tion programs in the public school system using matching techniques (instead of random-
assignment, Control-group techniques) and driver record followups. At the time of this review the
2-year followup of traffic records had not been completed.

'S
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Figure 12

AN thEALIZED MODEL FOR DEVELOPING AND IMPLEMENTING
HIGH SCHOOL DRIVER EDUCATION

Today, howeverwith nearly 73 percent of the eligible populatibn receiving HSDE, with the gener-
ally held public view that HSDE is obviously better than no formal training, and.with a Federal
standard that promotes the expansion of HSDE to all eligible studentssuch an evaluation is very
difficult, if not impossible, to irnplemqnt. Politicatand moral issues, including the ethicality of
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3

refusing HSDE to anyone who wants it, preclude the possibility of an experimental evaluation of

HSDE in nearly any area of the country. Furthermore, insurance companies have made the situation

even more-difficult by offering insurance premium reductions for persons completing HSDE. This

polic, of course, is based upon 1) the fact that early studies showed HSDE students to have lower

subsequent crash rates than students who did not take HSDE and 2) the assumption that 11SDE

training was the causal factor for this reduced crash involvement.

-1
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However, research to date suggests that it is primarily the self-selection processi.e., who
nooses HSDE and who does notthat accounts for the,difference in crash involvement between
these two groups. Thus, by encouraging all eligible students to take HSDE without first establishing
its potential for reducing crash involvement, the insurance incentive approach may be confounding
the'very predictability for which it was intended. Surely, when the goal of extending HSDE to all
eligible students is realized, any evaluation of the program will be precluded. These issues are cer-
tainly not new, and the need for an experimental evaluation of HSDE has been strongly voiced by a
number of highway safety proponents as well as by more independent researchers. Goldstein, in his
1973 review (16), for example, summarized the situation as follows:

... only random assignment beforehand assures the comparability of the groups on all relevant factois, in-.
eluding the quantity and quality of subsequent driving exposure of the two groups. And only random as-
signment beforehand permits.the application of a body of statistical logic which makes it possible to evalu-
ate the obtained differences ... in subsequent driving records of the two groups. However, random
assignment beforehand is difficult to achieve in 'real life, because if driver education is believed to be a
"good" thing, both students and their parents are generally unwilling to permit their exclusion from driver
education courses merely for purposes of research. Also, the legal re4uirement for driver education for
licensing at certain ages in many States poses very real problems for random assignment.

Evaluation Criteria and .the Problems Involved

One additional aspect of the evaluation process that is frequently discussed involves the criteria
to be used in evaluating traffic safety education programs. The lational Highway Traffic Safety Ad-
ministration (NHTSA) has thken ,the position that the effect of such programs;in terms of highway
safety, should be evtated relative to the ultimatcriteria of reduced crashes (and in some cases
violations);While thi position appears to be reasonably straightforward, several formidable obstacles
stand in the way of an adequate evaluation based on such criteria.

The first problem involves the fact that driving records,as collectiops of crash and violation
entries, are not very complete, often involve inaccuracies, and ate subject tolhe whims Ofreporting
officers, prosecuting attorneys,,and traffic court judges. Thus, driving records probably have a high
degree of "error variation" that makes them relatively insensitive measures of cbange. For example,
if the driving records of a particular State have an'error variation that equals or exceeds the esti-
mated effectiveness of the program being measured, any change in subsequentlrecords that results
from the program will be "lose' in the pool of error variance. Thus, an effective program' could be
concluded to have shoWn no effect when, in fact, it did reduce crashes and violations. The solutton,
it would appear, requires maximizing the quality (and effectiveness) of the program and minimizing
the number of errors and nonentries in State traffic records.

Others have taken a different approach, and have based entire program evalutions on short-term
or intermediate criteria such as knowledge levels, attitude changes, and various skill performance
measures. This approach is perfectly valid, as long as Suck measures are in some way related to effec-
tiveness in terms of crash reductions. One may try to fool oneself, and others, by stating that the
goals of driver education are to improve knowledge, change attitudes, and improve driving skills.
For a highway safety program, however, these are nothing more than objectives, which, it is hoped,
lead to the ultimate goal of preventing crashes: It is true, as Zylman (76) has suggested, that meas-
ures such as knowledge, attitude, and skill level changes may have nothing to do.with subsequent
driving records. This does not mean,'however, that the driving recoPds are an invalid criterion for
evaluation. It means that the intermediate measures, to the extent that they are unrelated to subse-
quent crash records, are inappropriate measures on which to base a program evaluation (16,77, 78).
That is not in any way to suggest that intermediate performance level criteria should not be used in
the development and pilot testing of a program. Often these relatively sensitive measures of change
are the primary means by which a newly developed program can be molded into a maximally effec-
tive program. However, unless effort is continually exerted to develop performance measures that
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are valid predictors of subsequent crashes, these criteria canricit be used to determine the value.of

the program as a hig2.11 ,a) safety countermeasure. .
.

Other.s*ificant problems inVilved in the use of driving records inv,olve variations in enforce-

ment,-adjation, or repoititigeprodedilres from one time or location to another. While these vari-

ations dause oonSiderable prO0enis for `.`before and after" studies, and studies that compare the

rec ,s'Ottlrivers.from differint geographical locations, such protAems are minimized when random
.f?

a riment Procedures are employed. Goldstein (79) provides an excellent discussion of these and

-4,3t1ir,asincts of driver edtrkation evaluation problems. .,,
, -... ,

B. High School Driver Eacation Issues

Teacher Preparation

Obviously,-when the.HSDEmovement began early in the 20th century, there,were few driver

education teachers available. In order to meet the demand created for such persons; teachers were

borrowedfrom other disciplines (e.g., physical education) to teach HSDE part time. Many teachers

from other disciplines picked up driver education as a sideline activity to supplement their salaries,

and few of these borrowed instructors receiVed more than a short course to prepare themselves for

their driver education duties. Many received .no formal preparation at all.-As a consequence, HSDE

soon established itself as a teaching endeavor of secondary importance to instructors and adminis-

trators aiike (SO, 8)). 11,

Efforts to provide adequate training, guidance, and organization for instructors developed quite

slowly. Some of the more significant attempts to improve this state Of affairs included the establish-

ment of traffic safety centers to train HSDE instructori at various universities arid the'four National .

Conferences held by the National Commission on 'Safety Education (NCSE) in 1949', 1953, 1958,
and 1963. These conferences attempted to improve teacher training and' standardization by estab-
lishing program guidelines ahd minimum teacher certification requirements. As was alreadY indi-
cated, however, NCSE was virtually powerless to enforce such guidelines and stan.slards..With the
passage of the Highway Safety Act of 1966 and its accompanying grants-in-aid programs, however,

some presstire was, exerted on the States to meet minimal standards. Unfortunately, primary empha-
sis was placed upon program expansion rather-than on program improvement.

A 1964 questionnaire analysis,(82) of the qualitY and content of safety education programs
Offered by major colleges and universities came ta.the following conclusions:

rriinimal requirements for teacher preparationThe Stat6 were not meeting even thernost
and certification.
Introductory preparation courses for HSDE
quantity, and emphasis. /

Few of the instructors offering such courseS

--

instructors were extremely variable iii-Cfki,glity,

had sufficient experience in such areas.

A rev1qfrecent publications in the area of HSDE suggests that, although such professional
emphasis ii being placed ori improving teacher preparation, it is unclear how much the situa-

tion actualty as changed in recent times. One recent State survey of teacher preparation (83), for
example, found that only 39 percent of the HSDE teachers in that State (South Carolina) had re-
ceived any form of advanced driver education training. This-study also indicated that only about 35
percent of the driver education instructors surveyed were teaching HSDE as their principal teaching

assignment.

To complicate the situation, it has never been determined exactly what tS'fpe of a person (or
prepation) resUlts in the most effective HSDE instructor. Furthermore, financial constraints in
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some areal have prompted school administrators to pursue alternative courses with regard to labora-
tory (behifid-the-wheel (BTW)) phases of the program. Perhaps the two Most controversial practices
resulting from this situation involve 1).the use of teaching assistants or "paraprofessionals" and
2,) contracting with commercial driving schools to provide in-car training.:These practices, of course,/
have resulted in a highly emotional professional debate concerning whether such alternatives result
in a poorer quality of instru_otion.

,

With regard to the paraprofessional 'ssue, the American Automobile Association (AAA) and
most of the HSDE teaching professio ave taken the pdsition that both driving and classroom in-
struction should be given only by properly certified secondary school teachers (84). However, there
is no body of research evidence torpport such a position. For the most part, in fact, there is no
adequate body of research to support either position on this issue. Some proponents of such alter-
native progranis claim that they Can be both cost'effective (55) and successful (86). Unfortunately,
this debate does not provide much information with regard to any possible changes in the quality of
instruCtion proVided. To adequately determine if such changes are taking place, it is necessary to
compare the driving records of students taught by paraprofessionals with the records of students by
professionals. Few such studies have been reported in the literature. The South Carolina survey.
(83), already cited, included an evaluation of student ratings for BTW instructors with different
teacher preparation backgrounds. No significant effect of teacher training on such ratings was
found. However, this same study did show a significant positive correlation between instructOr
motivation and student ratings. If such positive ratings could be validated in terms of better subse-
quent crash rates fOr the students, this finding wOuld be more meaningful.

A Texas study (87) speCifically compared the effectiveness of teaching assistants (paraprofes-
sionals) and certified instructors inradministering the BTW phase of the Texas driver eduCation prci-
gram. In this study, the driving records of students of both types of instructors were compared. It
was found that the students trained by paraprofessionals had unquestionably better driving records
than those trained by certified instructors. Some caution should be taken in the interpretagon of
these results because they represent only one study, and only one State driver system.

Ida later Texas study (74), the investigators reported a positive correlation between the amount
of formal teacher preparation and the subsequent performance records of students. This same study
also found that HSDE instructors with baccalaureate degrees in physical education did consistently
poorer in terms of subsequent student driving records. This finding probably is not an indication
that physical education training was detrimental to their ability to teach HSET. Rather, it probably
reflects the tact that many of such persons' primary responsibilities and interests lie in.areas other
than driver education. One particularly interesting finaing was that instruttors with a backgroundfin
physics generally did better in-terms of students' records than instructors withou/a background in
physics.

Obviously, much more research is needed in this area to get an aceurate view of the impact of
paraprofessional involvement in HSDE. The same situation exists with regard to hiring commercial
instructors to teach the in-car phase of HSDE programs. Results from the California Driver Educa-
tion Training study (36), for example, would suggest that commercial driver education instructors
teach the aTW phase of driver education at least as effectively as certified HSDE instructors. On re-
analysis orthe same data by Goldstein (73), however, such a conclusion is not supported. Other
studies could be cited, but the conclusion would probably be on the order of "sometimes they do
and sometimes they don't." To get a feel for how often and under what circumstances pataprofes-
sionals or commercial instructors provide adequate BTW instniction, it will be necessary to imple-
ment controlled studies in many States. This effort, then, should be an integral part of the States' ,

ongoing HSDE evaluation program (and of the Driver.Education Standard).
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Time Allocation and Course Content

It has often been suggested that classroom instruction alone is not as effective as more complete

courses itivolving both classroom and BTW training. There is a considerable amount of research in

the general area of human training that would suggest that p,rograms which allow real world practice

in skills are more effective than those which do not.

One of the major issues concerning time allocation is the contention that 30 hours of Classroom

training and 6 hours of BTW training (30 + 6 formula) are not adequate to prepare safety-oriented

young drivers. As a result, several hanges in emphasis have been developing in the HSDE area,

which involve 1) the use of multimodal programs including classroom, siiiiblator, qn-range, and

BTW components; 2) emphasis on comprehensive K-12 safety programs that begin 'safety education

at a much earlier age; and 3) the development of performance-based, rather than time-based, HSDE

curricula.

Recent emphasis on defensive driving and especially accident avOidance or emergency tech-

niques have further complicated the problem by placing still another set of requirements on the

HSDE program that must be met within a given time limit. While most professionals in this area

seei to agree that emergency training is a necessary part of an adequate driver training program,

,there are some who feel that such training requirements cannot be met in a secondary school pro-

gram (88).

The 30 + 6 formula was recommended at the first National Conference on- High School Driver

Education in 1943 and has since been upated. The fourth national conference, for example, recom-

mended a full semester (90 hours) of training.

Unfortunately, many schools still have not been able to comply with the 30 + 6 requirements;

most do not include simulator and driving-range phases in their programs; and few communities

have comprehensvie K-12 safety programs.

This lack, when paired with the difficulties involved in changing human behavior, becomes one

of the primary reasons why HSDE effectiveness studies have not been more successful in document-

ing the case for HSDE. Most critics, for example, are not so much skeptical of the logic of the driver

education approach per se as they are of the ability for any short-tam:program to have a significant

impact in molding behavior. Some (89) even doubt the ability of a full-semester course to have a

significant impact.

Also within this area of discussion is the issue of course content, and to some extent course

standardization. There can be little doubt that HSDE takes a variety of forms and shapes in its im-

plementation across the Nation. It is hoped that the present emphasis on basing course content o'n

driving task 'analyses, on curriculiim and performance objectives, and on the results of frequent

evaluation efforts will improve quality, standardization, and appropriateness of future curriculum

components. There is,considerable evidence in the body of present HSDE literature that this will be

the case.

Before leaving this area of discussion, it would seem appropriate to point out some of the types

of evaluations of curriculum components that have been conducted. With regard to length of courses.

for example, the California Driver Training Study (36) represents perhaps the best controlled study

of long versus short courses available to date. This study. foimd that short (6-hour) BTW courses did

just as well, in terms of student driving records, as dia. long (10-hour) BTW courses. This conclusion

-held true for both commercial and public administration of the programs.

5 4
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Most of the programs evaluated in the California study were two-p (classroom and BTW) or
three-phase (classroom, simulator training, and BTW) programs. Compa three- and four-phase
programs with twd-phase programs, the 1972 Texas Study (74) reported consistently better resultsfor the more complete courses. This study also reported that progyamt with highly standardized
educational television.(ETV) classroom components were superior to programs that did not includeETV.

It should be pointed out that while the foregoing investigations used subsequent driving records<
as their evaluation criteria, the majority of studies in this area have used only knowledge, attitude,
performance Ifores, or student ratings as their criteria for evaluation. gne pertinent relationship
that can be reported here, and that is replicated in other program areal, is the finding that positive
program effects are frequently documented with regard to knowledge criteria, in many cases With
performance criteria (skills), less often with attitude criteria, even less frequently with regard toviolation measures, and very infrequently with regard to "bottom line" crash measures (140). This
relationship should be kept in mind when reviewing the many simulator, multiple-car-range, acci-dent avoidance, and other innovative program component evaluation reports.

It is apparent that, at the very most, the fragmentary %tudies that have been conducted and re-ported in this section cannot be used for definitive decisionmaking. Only with a reasonably largebody of research literature, which provides some consistent trends with regard to any of the issues,disctissed, can one make use of' such studies for effective decisionmaking. When the results of\
studies, such as those cited above, have stimulated-a sufficient number of persons to conduct their
own evaluations, and when most States have comprehensive, controlled HSDE evaluation programs,sound answers will be forthcdming.

C. Other Driver Education Activity Areas

Adult Driver Education

Adult drivers represent a rather' all-inclusiye target group to which a number of safety education
programs have been atmed. Someoithe most frequent forms of sucl programs have included:
1) commercial courses for adult begYnners, 2)'defensive driving courses for all drivers, 3) accidentavoidance or emergency driving courses for all drivers, including drivers of special vehicles, and4) mass media programs for drivers and nondrivers as well. Perhaps the best,known of the adurt

training programs has been the National Safety Council's Defensive Driving Course (DDC), devel-ofled in j964 and subsequently administered by nearly every local safety council in the UnitedStates to countless industries, universities, and other public and private agencies. Basically, DDC is ahighly standardized program designed to teach drivers skills that will keep them out of crash situa-tions. Thus, the course is not aimed at teaching emergency skills, but rather skills in how to stayout of emergencies. The content of the course is similar to that developed for the commFcial-driv-ing industry for improving the perforrnance of professional drivers. The Smith-Cummings-Sherman(80) system for commercial drivers, for example, is somewhat similar, as it also involves the develop-ment of systemalic visual habits for evaluatinV the traffic situation arid recognizing potentiallyhazardous conditions. The need for such training is suggested in a National Academy of Sciencesreport (90), which estimates that approximately 90 percent of the decisions made by humadbeingsare influenced primarily by immediate visual stimuli.

The DDC has considerable face validity as a safety countermeasure, and has an extremely highlevel of acceptance among the safety community and the general public. In fact, its acceptance
resembles to a great extent that of HSDE. So, too, ddthe studies of its effectiveness. Just as withdriver education, DDC has been extensively promdted before its effectiveness has been established.Even now there is little more than a massive number of "before and after" case studies to support
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its usefulness. Such studies, however, can be quite convincing to the non-research-oriented person
(and to some researchers). For example: .

Military personnel at several bases, after involvement in intensive traffic safeti/ programs,
including DDC, reduced th crash involvement by 50 to 65 percent.
A goup of county gove ent drivers who were trained in DDC were reported to haVe 50
percent fewer preventable crashes than their nontrained counterparts.
After training 2,250 forest service personnel in the DDC, the personnel.crash rate for this
particular group declined from 6 reportable crashes per million miles to 3.43 per million

miles.

While many additional case studies could be described from a 1968 report by Imhoff (91) the
foregoing examples are typical.

Unlike the HSDE effectiveness studies, which suffered primarily from a self-selection bias prob-
lem, many of these studies are difficult to interpret because of what is often called "the Hawthorne
Effect." This term refers to the fact that people often change their behavior when theyknow they
are being watched. Record-keeping procedures also have a habit of changing after programs have

been implemented.

An early study of DDC involved volunteers who took the course, volunteers who did not take
the course, and nonvolunteers who did not take the course. The investigators reported significant
knowledge and attitude changes for course takers (92). Such changes, hottever, appeared.to be
somewhat unstable after the first 6 months of followup.

In a more recent study, 8,182 DDC graduates in 26 States were surveyed by means of question-
naires regarding/heir crash and violation histories for the year preceding their exposure to DDC
(03). The driving records of 71 percent of these drivers were also surveyed for the year following

exposure to DDC. Thc DOC graduates reported 32.8 percent fewer crashes and 24.9 percent fewer

violations in the year after exposure to UDC as compared to the year preceding exposure to DDC. A
comparison group of persons not e:Li. osea to DDC was surveyed as well. The report indicated that
the DDC group It.:JL Ish and violation ratrs lower than the comparison group. Furthgr, a suryey of
State records ind:ateu that the DDC croup had 17.6 percent fewer crashes and 12.5 percent fewer
violations in the :ear after DDC than in the year before DDC. The comparison group.had 11.9 per-
cent more crashes and 12.4 percent fewer v:olations in the post-DDC time period than in the pre-
DDC.thne period. . ,

While PDC doestve considerable face validity, and the results of the latter study are encour-
aging, the fact thatmo eiperimental evaktation of DDC has taken place to date is indicative of the
continuing pseudoevaluatio; clime(' of tge1960's. Surely there is little reason why this program
could not be systematically irnpleinented in a number of controlled studies to determine itOworth,
especially in view of the criticsm imposed on HSDE for similar failures.

. A second form of accident avoidance training involves emergency skills training, which is aimed
primarily at developing proper response habits to handle unexpected blowouts, near collisions,
mechanical failures, loss of traction, and so forth. The theory behind such training is that emer-
'gency situations require immediate, specific responses on the part of the driver and, unless such
responses are practi.;ed at some point in time, they will'not be available in the driver's response
repertoire. In most cases, the untrained driver will respond incorrectly or will not respond at all.

On the other side of the coin, there have been some criticisms concerning the inclusion of such
training in HSDE programs. Some of these negative viewpoints include the following: 1) Few pro-
grams involye enough time to develop em'ergency skills; 2) these skills can be misused in efforts to
"show off," thus creating crash situations; 3) a certain degree of danger is involved in emergency
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skill training; 4) such training requires expensive equipment and facilities; and 5) a student driver
does not have sufficient experience to be taught emergency skills. These problems have resulted in
considerable skepticism regarding the desirability of including such courses in HSDE programs. For
the most part, however, emergency skill components are being included in newly developed pro-
grams wherever facilities and equipment permit.

The use of emergency skills training has received much less opposition in the form of advanced
driver education programs. A variety of private programs has been developed for emerRciicy vehicle
drivers as well as for the general public. One of the most recent of such programs is fir.: anced"
driver education program 'developed by General Motors (94). This program has been developed to
handle specific driving emergencies that crash data indicate are of particular importance in the etiol-
ogy of a crash. In this program, training exercises in offroad recovery, skid control, controlled brak-
ing, evasive maneuvering, steering on a serpentine course, and handling tire failures have been de-
signed to be used in conjunction with classroom instruction.

In an initial application of this program for 30 police officers (hardly an adequate sample site to
produce any valid results), it was reported that these trained officers had 50 percent fewer. crashes
over approximately a 17-month period than a comparison group of untpined officers.

In ;iiew of past comments, it probably is not necessary to review the inadequacies of this study.
It is hoped that adequate experimental evaluations of these relatNely expensive programs will be
accomplished early in their developmental history. As indicated in section eight, NHTSA has plans for
an evaluation of such an accident avoidance program. As Goldstein has pointed out, however, the
scientific evaluations of "advanced" programs at present afe conspicuous for their absence.

The commercial driving school represents the primary means by which an adult beginning driver
reCeives formal driver education and training. Commercplithools have been in existence since long
before the public school programs were initiated. As was suggested in the effectiveness section of
this report, such schools have often been the subject of criticism from the HSDE community, and
earlier studies appeared to support such criticisms. The basic problem appears to.stem from the
lesser preparation in driver and traffic safety received from most commercial instructions, along
with the corner-cutting policies that are usually,inherent in profit-motivated programs. However,
the recent Californiq Driver Training Evaluation Study (36), which found that commercially trained
students had just as good records as HSDE-trained students, has taken some of the "steam" out of
anticommercial school critics. It is hoped that the Cahfornia study reflects an improvement, over
the years, in the quality of Commercial driver education programs. Quite possibly It represents an
effect due to a combination of 1) a 41-hour preparation course for the commercial instructors who
took part in the study and 2) the unpredictable effects of being watched. Then, too, there is the
Goldstein critique of study (73) and jts finding of superior performance for young males exposed tothe public school programs.

With regard to commercial school and instructor requirements, NHTSA's Driver Education
Standard requires that commercial driving schools be licensed and that commercial driving instruc-
tors be certified in accordance with specific criteria adopted by the State. At Present, it appearethat
all States are adequately cornplying with that provision of the standard.

A final area that should be touched on in the category of adult programs involves mass media pro-
grams, such as one conducted by Kentucky University in 1967 (95). In this program, the effective-
ness of a "candid camera" type of driver education program was measured by studying the changes
in driver errors at 8 local intersections and analyzing changes in the crash rate for 48 local intersec-
tions (a seemingly very insensitive measurement approach). The televised program itself consisted of
an 18-month series of 2-3 mintite traffic safety films showing local drivers in the process of making
various errors and followed by an example of the correct driving sequence for that situation. Thefindings of the study suggested that postprogram driver errors and total crashes-were reduced by
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17.4 percent and 12.5 percent,-respectively. Given past efforts to evaluate other forms of educa-
tional approaches and the difficulty in obtaining positive resplts, the present study must be viewed

with certain reservations. The 'technique, however, represents an innovative approach that is.being

investigated further by NHTSA.

Elderly Driver Programs

As was indicated in the target population section of this report, clatter education programs for

the elderly represent a relatively new program effort. The studies by Marsh (24) and by Planek et al.

(6) suggest some relatively unusual problems ofthe elderly driver. In addition, the latter study sug-

gested some possible approacihes to the problem that could be undertaken. They include:

The preparation and distribution of self-help guides
Conducting visionitesting programs
Campaigns to motivate physicians to warn elderly patients with regard to the use' of drugs

while driving
,

Establishment of.special driving clinics for the elderly

While this list is not exhaustive, it does represent some of the more apparent options. Unfor-
tunately, few such efforts have been attempted, and this review uncovered no evaluation Of such a

program to date.

Motorcycle Education Programs

The following data reflect the trend in approxim tsnumbers of. motorcycle registrations in the

-United States:

rt;
It is 43-Went from the foregoing data that a dramatic increase in the number of motorcycles has
occurred since the early 1960's. In addition, a's Hartman (97) has pointed out, these figures do not
include the sizable number of otfroad motorcycles being produced, sold, and used in the United
States. Furthermore, continued fuel shortages are expected to increase the number of cycles being

used even more. With these facts in mind, together with the fact that,cyclist deaths have doubled
since 1965 (from 1,515 in 1965 to more -than 3,300 in 1974), it is apparent that large-scale efforts
in this area of highway safety are imminent.

Because a large proportion of serious and' fatal crashes occur to drivers, with very little riding
,:xperience, education, training, and licensing programs should have a good opportunitylor making
a substantial imP-act. In fact, in a 1968 study conducted for NHTSA'(98), it was suggested thafthe
most cost-effective progjams that could be implemented in the motorcycle area would be 1) oper-

ator licensing and testing provams and 2) operator education prograins. In 1972 the Motorcycle I?

Safety Foundation (MSF) wis established by several motorcycle manufacturers to deal with-the (

problem. Some of the activities of this new foundation included: 1) developing, testing, and making
available performance-based curriculum packages for motorcycle driver education programs, and
2) seeking ways to make automobile drivers learn how to interact safely with motorcyclists in traf-

f fie. The latter activity is particularly important in view of the fact that in most motorcycle/
automobile crashes the driver of the automobile is considered primarily at fault.

It is refreshing to find an area of development where there is consciousness of the mistakes

made-in Oast traffic safety education efforts. In an effort to avoid the problems associated with

1945 200,000
1950 450,000
1955 400,600
1960 = 550,000
1965 1,400,000
1970 2,800,000
1975 =5,000,000

1
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teacher preparation, MSF has already launched a series of teacher preparation workshops-for college
and university faculty. In addition, MSF has capitalized on NHTSA effoits it1 the curriculum devel-opment and evaluation area by funding a motorcycle task analysis to provide the basis for the per-formance-based motorcycle education curriculum. Also, in conjunction with NHTSA, MSF is sup-porting efforts in the development of performance measures. An early experimental evaluation of amotorcycle licensing program and a later demonstration of a motorcycle education program thatwill employ random assignment and control groups in their experimental design are already beingplanned by NHTSA. A brief summary of the major events in this area includes the following: -

1967 The National Highway Safety Bureau issues Motorcycle Highway Safe.ty Standard.
1968 Reiss and Haley report (98) suggests that the most cost-effective approaches in this

aria would involve licensing and education efforts.
1969 The National Education Association publishes "Policies and Guidelines" for motor-cycle educators.

.
1972 The M$F is established, and begins conducting teacher preparation workshops.
1974 Motorcycle task analysis is conducted by MSF.

Plans for NHTSA motorcyclist licensing demonstration program are developed.
1975 Development of motorcycle driver education curriculum specifications is begun byNHTSA.

The NHTSA motorcycle licensing demonstration project is launched. (Planned start isJuly 1975.)

This area Of traffic safety education may prove to be the most efficiently developeAf all. Todate, however, no evaluation of the crash or violation reduction potential of a motorcycle operatoreducation program exists.

Driver Education for the Handicapped /One area of driver 'education that is being pursued in several locations throughout the Countryinvolves the training of physically and mentally handicapped persons. The need for such tf.aining isbased primarily on the humanitarian aspects of providing as rich and rewarding a life as possible for
such persons. A 1968 HEW study (99), for example, estimated that more than 100,000 handi-capped persons are presently locked into unemployment by the lack of transportation. Whileithesefigures were translated into dollars and cents in terms of welfare benefits and potential earnings, the.significant aspect of thd study, and the primary reason for develoPing driver training programs forthe handicapped, invoNes the potential for alleviating some of the restrictions placed on the lives ofsuch persons.

One important issue that results from such efforts invo,1es the potentially detrimental effect,.g.i.,:.terms of increased overall crash risk, Ilat could result frfri aiding the entry of the handicapped intothe driving population. To get a feel for the probabilty that such increase would occur, a rev1 ofpast studies of handicapped -thivers is appropriate.. It should be pointed out that some studies; suchas that by Gutschall (100), have suggested the need to separate programs for the physically disabledfrom those for educable mentally retarded (EMR) persons. The reasons for this separation involve
the different deficiencies and needs that are characteristic of the two groups, especially with regard .to the greater learning difficulties of the EMR's.

Regarding the physically handicapped, a number of studies and articles can be found to suihiortthe belief that such persons have a good potential for safe driving (100, 101, 102, 103, 104, 129).Some of these studies were based on the ability of various physically disabled persons to becomelicensed, and some were based on the driving records of various types of physically handicappedpersons. While the data provided -in these studies are not particularly controlled or conclusive, there
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is some suggestion that many physieally disabled persons can be successfully licensed and appar-
ently compensate quite well for any deficiencies they might have. The exceptions appear to be
persons with hearing deficiencies (104, 129).

With regard to EMR's, the situation-appears to be a little more bleak in that the inability of this
group to understand abstract concepts appears to Provide a reasonably formidable obstacle to meet-
ing licensing-requirements. There certainly-is not rntich+ research to support the contention that
EMR's have significantly worse driving records than the average driver. There are some reports, how-
ever, such as a 1967 report by Egan (130),-to-suggest-that this may be the case. In fact, the latter
study, which compared EMR's with regular stvlents receiving driver training, suggested that EMR's
may be expected tc have twice the crash rate gf normal drivers.

,

Other, problems and questions that arise in the area of training the physically and mentally
handicapped include 1) the lack of uniform State licensing standards, 2) the lack of qualified in-
structors to teach driver education to the physically and mentally handicapped, 3) the cost of in-
cluding such programs in an HSDE curriculum (especially in view of the need for separate prograins
for the various handicap types), and-4) a lack of research defining the needs, problems, and past
crash recbrds of various disability types.

Problem Driver Education Programs . :

When a driver has accumulated a significant MIrnber of violations of crashea,,he IS identified, as a
problem or, in some cases,.anear-problem driver by the State licensing agency Usually snail' a per-
son receives some-type of intervention,such as a warnifig letter; license, reildcatiein (dr kuspe#sion),;
or assignment to.a driver improN:rnent program. Theseprograms vary frOni.shorLinteryiews with a
driirer improvement analyst to.;*-aribqs:.forms of education and .groufrelyriarnics prograrn. Since this

-report is-intended primarily as a review Of driver education efforts, the results Of studies conce n

'.other forrns 'of intervention WO:tnerely.he summarized friim a.1970 review-by NicIfols.(96), as ,.
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such programs. In a 1968 review of the Major controlled studies conducted as of that date, Kaestner
(137) reported that all eight studies reviewed reported significant decreases in violations,but only
two of the eight studies sUggested trends toward reduced crashes after exposurekto the various driver
improvement programs. One of the problems involved in ohtaining significant erfects with regard to
crashes may have arisen because, in most cases, the sample sizes Were not sufficiently large to permit
detection of effects of small magnitude. This problem is particularly common in crash-based evalua-
tion studies. Some of the additional conclusions that have resulted from studies in this area are sum:
marized (140) as follows:

Even though the measurable difference between persons exposed and persons not exposed
to driver improvement programs are short in duration, such programs are worthwhite if they
hasten the improvement of problem drivers and, thus, partially neutralize high-risk periods.
Randomly as:signed control group procedures will be required to determine- whether any
change results from the treatment per se or from time alone (regression to the mean).

Educational Programs for DriPsking Drivers

Usually associated with traffic-courts rather thansmotor vehicle agencies, alcohol education pro-
grams for convicted drinking driVers have been used increasingly since about the mid-1960's. Two of
the most dramatic increases jn the use of such alcohol education schools have come about through
1) NHTSA's alcohol counteimeasure program and its 35 Alcohol Safety Action Projects, imple-
niented in 1970, and 2) AAA's DWI* Counterattack program. These efforts in turn appear to'stern
priMarily from the "DWI Phoenix" program implemented in 1967 in Phoenix, Arizona (141). The
number of such programs has expanded rapidly in recent years and involves programs ranging from
short (2-hour) lecture courses to longer term (20-30-hour) group dynamics programs.

Unfortunately, the evaluation of pch programs has not been commensurate with their expan-
sion. In spite of the fact that several States are already legislating mandatory attendance to such
programs for persons convicted of DWI, virtually no sufficient evidence exists to support the conclu-
sion that such programs have any effect whatsoever in reducing crashes. Several recent NHTSA re-
ports have reviewed this situation (140, 142, 143). In fact, in a review of more than 40 such pro-
grams, Nichols and Reis (142) suggest that purely lecture-oriented courses may have a-detrimental
effect on the more severe problem drinker types. This result is discussed more completely in section
eight.

Here we are faced with a familiar situation in that-some programs will probably have a positive
effect for certain types of persons, no effect for other. types, and possibly detrimental effects for
still others: Still, too few people are sufficiently interested.idsorting out these various possible,out-
comes. To do so would require breaking away from present assignment procedures and randomly
assigning persons to a variety of educational alternatives. Most courtworkers continue in the ill-

founded belier that they alFeady know which programs will benefit various clients. Also, most pro-
Vram administrators in this' area feel that a "sho.t in the arm of education is better than nothing at
all. Research, however, does not support such an assumption. -

"As in the HSDE area, thesolution does not appear-to be to discard the programs. Rather, the
solutibn would appear to involve limiting the expansion of 'such programs until their effectiveness
.for particular client types has been established. No such program should be implemeated without an
adequate evaluation design to assess its impact_ It ig felt that NHTSA is making considerable prog-
ress in this area of program implementation and evaluation.

*Driving wflile intoxicated.
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Section SeVen

NHTSA EFFORTS IN THE DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION OF
A MODEL DRIVER EDUCATION PROGRAM

A. Introduction

The approach being taken at present by the National Highway Traffic Safety Administration
(NHTSA) to develop, evaluate, and implement effective driver education programs was actually
begun in 1968 while NHTSA was still the National Highway Safety BureaU.,The primary compo-
nent of this approach, which.is also the nucleus of the present Driver Education Evaluation Program
(DEEP) study, involves the development and evaluation of a model High School Driver Education
(HSDE) curriculum called the.,Safe Performance Curriculum (SPC). The earlier sections of this ini,.
tial report on the DEEP study were intended to provide the background of driver education pro-
gram efforts and issues that preceded the development.of SPC. This section will attempt to describe

the development and pilot-testing phases of SPC, as well as the demonstration phase of the project,
which is at present in the planning stages. Following this section will be a review of various "spin-
offs" from the SPC project, as well as a description of NHTSA efforts in areas of driver education
other than HSDE.

In developing its HSDE research program, NHTSA adopted what was essentially a two-pronged
approach in which primary emphasis would be placed on evaluating HSDE in terms of its crash
reduction effectiveness, but in which considerable emphasis would also be placed on improving the
quality of existing driver education programs. The series of events involved in the development of
SPC are shown in figure 14.

B. Early Planning Studies in NHTSA's Driver Education Evaluation Program

As is already apparent from preceding sections, there are many considerations in a proper evalu-
ation of driver education. For example, there must,be a clear statement of the objectives against
which the program is to be measured. Then, too, it is all too apparent from the failures of past stud-
ies in this area that a rigorous and proper research design mQt be employed in order that the results
obtained have any potential for interpretation. Even before these requirements can be met, how-
ever, it must be possible to define and describe the program being evaluated. As pointed out in the
"Issues" section of this report, HSDE programs vary widely among the States, within any one State,
within school districts, and usually even among teachers within the same scIpol.

To lay the proper groundwork for .a research and development program that would take these
and other requirements into consideration, NI-ITSA awdrded four separate,but parallel contracts in
1968 for the purpose of developing "a concrete plan or plans for evaluating the effectiveness of
current or proposed driver education programs." These contracts were awarded to New York Uni-
versity, Dunlap and Associates, the Institute for Educational,Development, and American Univer-
sity. The final reports of these flour studies were submitted during the summer of 1968. The four
reports contained many common elements as well as a number of unique features (105, 106, 107,
108).

To synthesize the information provided in these reports into a single body.of information and
recommendations, a contract was awarded to the National Academy of Sciences; Highway Research
Board (HRB), in 1969 (109). Specifically the primary task involved.in this contract was to synthe-
size the various evaluation plans and instruments included in the four final reports and to develop a
single optimal plan for evaluating driver education. The plan that developed from this contract
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CONDUCT DRIVING TASK ANALYSIS

iDEVELOP INSTRUCTIONAL OBJECTAIES

DEVELOP CURRICULUM SPECIFICATIONS

DEVELOP PERFORMANCE MEASURE SPECIFICATIONS

DEVELOP CURRICULUM (SPC)

'PLUS .PRE-DRIVERS LICENSING (PDL) COURSE

DEVELIOP PERFORMANCE MEASURES

PILOT 'TEST PROGRAM

EVALUATE PROGRAM IN

ACTUAL DEMONSTRATION PROJECT

Figure 14

HISTORY OF THE SAFE PERFORMANCE CURRICULUM (SPC)
DEVELOPMENT AND EVALUATION

4'E:A

defined both_short- and long-term efforts that would be required for a proper evaluation of HSDE.
The immediate or short-term efforts that would be required included, the following: /'

I. Identification and analysis of the various tasks involved in driving, as well as the knowledge,
skills, and attitudes required for the perforThance of these tasks

2. Determination of program objectives, based on the foregoing task analysis as well as the
requirements of the highway traffic system
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3. Development of an instrument for measuring the degree to which the program meets the
short-term objectives for which its contents were intended

An additional component of these short-term requirements was also specified, which involved:

4. Development of specifications for measures of performanceaird for ah appropriate research
design

The /ong-term efforts or requirements identified in the HRB report included:

5. Development (and eventually validation) of actual performance nieasures based on the'speci-
fications already developed

6. Actually- conducting the long-term evaluation project(s)

It was anticipated that the above plan would al w for ly an early evaluation of existing HSDE
programs in terms of their specific contents an s ructional objectives (e.g., knowledge and atti-
tudinal objectives) and 2) an intermediate "pc4formance" level evaluation of such programs to
determine the extent to which program graduates could successfully complete driver proficiency
tests capable of predicting "real-world" driving performance. Plans for a long-term program evalua-
tion in terms of the ultimate goal of reducing the probability c9f crash involvement developed later.

C. Initial Task Analysis Project Awarded in Response to the HRB Plan

Work was begun, according to the plan, in 1969 with ihe awarding of the Driver Education Task
Analysis contract (11D) to th4 Human Resources Research Organization (HumRRO). In thi's proj-.
ect,* tasks involved in operating a four-wheel passenger carmere analyzed to define the sPecific
behaviOrs that must be performed. More than 1,700 behaviors,were identified. Each behavior was .
then rated for its criticality. Some of the considerations inieolved in this criticality assessment
included: 1) the frequency with which the behavior is required, 2) the likelihood that the behavior
would be performed incorrectly, 3) the likelihood that incorrect performance would be related to
crash involvement, and 4) the severity of.the crash likely to be related to such incorrect perform-

'ance. It was felt that if HSDE were' to be effective in reducing ctash involvement it would have to
concentrate on training students to performn.correctly critical driving tasks and place the geatest .

emphasis on those tasks most critical to safe driving. Thus, HSDE instructional program§ and their
objectives should be developed around such tasks.

The results of the task analysis were documented in a set ofpghly detailed taskdescriptions
(111),intended to identify both the overt and covert behaviors involved. These task descriptions
were then employed tci develop the instructional objectives for a driver education proyam. These
objectives describe the specific performances, knowledges, skills, and attitudes thatcist be
achieved by instruction.

The instructional objectives were then grouped into 74 learning units, each of Which included
1) a purpose, 2) performance objectives, and 3) enabling objectives. The performancftbjec fives
were specific performances that muSt be demonstrated to meet the purpose of the unit. The
enabling objectives were detailed descriptiOns of the knowledges and skills the student would have
to possess to meet the performance objectjves.

0
Because it,did not seem reasonable to expect that all students would attain all objectives,lt was

necessary to establish minimum tevels of acceptable performance. To this end, the performance
objectives were classified into five levels of criticality, and each level was assigned a minimum stand-
ard of performance. Four separate report volumes vere developed as a result of the above-described
Driver Education Task Analysis, as follows:

Volume I: Task Description (111)



Volume H: Task Analysis Methods (112)
Volume III: Instructional Objectives (113)
Volume IV: The Development of Instructional Objectives (114)

The final step in this initial contract response to the HRB plan was to clipsign an evaluation
instrument capable of measuring the extent to which the student attained various specific objec-
tives. The evaluation instrument developed for this purpose consisted of the following three tests
and the areas of measurement for which they were intended:

Driving Fundamentals: an offroad test to assess the student's basic ability to control the
directional motion of an automobile '
Driving Situations: an on-road test in ordinary traffic to assess the student's ability to deal
with a broad range of "real-world" driving situations
Driving Knowledge: a 105-item written test designed to assess-the student's mastery of cer-
tain enabling knowledges

D. Additional Attempts to Develop improved Performance Measurement Methods

Several projects.are appropriate in relation to the development of performance measurement
systems. One attempt was imdertaken in a contract with Michigan State University (115). The pur-
pose of this project was to develop a reliable method for measuring in-car driving performance that
could be used for evaluating and improving HSDE methods. The procedure deveoped in the study
was intended to measure driving behavior patterns in actual traffic situations using the simultaneous
ratings of two observers. The procedure, however, proved to be too demanding, time consuming,
and expenstve to be of any practical value for routine large-scale use by driver educaiors and driver
license examiners.

One method of performance measurement suggested by the HRB study, which does not require
observers, involves the use of instrumented vehicles. Several types of these vehicles have been devel-
oped and used for a variety of research efforts.

Perhaps the most widely known of these devices is the highway safety research car developed by
the Ford Motor Company (116). This car, which includes a variety of sensors and counters and a
steering wheel that measures the driver's galvanic skin response (stress) and pulse rate, has been used
in a variety of dfiver education evaluation projects ( I 1 7, 118). Even though a correlation withdriv-
ing simulator measures was established to a reasonable slegree in a project. by Ellingstad and co-
workers (119), in most such investigations it has been difficult to translate the performance meas-
tires available from such vehicls into any form that can be interpreted as safe or unsafe driving.

Consequently, a contract was awarded to Systems Technology, Inc. (120), to develop an
imProved driver performance measurement and analysis system that would Permit a determination
of real-world driver-vehicle interaction and, it Was hoRed, a discrete measurement ofsood and bad
driving. Such a system has been developed and a proMm has been initiated to measure driver deci-
sionmaking processes. This system should be useful in measuring the attainment of specific objec-
tives within an HSDEcourse. Whether the measures that this system provides will enable the predic-
tion of subsequent crash experience is unknown at present, and will tequire testing with large
groups of sitbjects over an adequate period of time.

E. Content Analysis of Existing Programs

Following the development of the instructional objectives for UWE programs, a content evalua-
tion of existing driver education curricula was needed to determine Aether such programs were
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,designed to meet the identified objectives and, it was hoped, the real-world performance nieasures
under development'. An informal review Of exigting HSD4 curriculum materials, however, suggested
that none was developed in a manner such that it could meet these objectives. This result was
probably to be expected, because no existing program had been developed with the aid of this set Of

well-defined, safety-oriented objectives.

Jj

F. Development of SPC

Because_there was no driver education course available that appealed capable of attaining the in-
structional objectives, and because validated real-world performance-measures seemed to be years

off, it was decided to undertake a project to 1) develop specifications for a model HSDE cur-
`riculum, 2) construct the curriculum, 3) evaluate the extent to which it met the proposed instruc-

' tional and performance Objectives, and 4)conduct a controlled experimental evaluation of the
model prograrn in terms of its long-term crash reduction potential in a later demonstration project..

A pontract was subsequently Cwarded in 1972 to Hum RRO in conjunction with Central
Missouri State University (121) that resulted in the development and pilot. testing of SPC. The cur-
riculum specificatiomfor this *gram were developed from the instructional objectives available
from earlier project efforts. Persons with expertise in the field of driver education developed specifi-
cations for each of eight units olinstruction, including:

Unit One: Introductibn
Intended to acquaint the stutient with the nature of instructional content and methodology

' Unit Two: Basic Control Skills*
Deals with fundamental skills requited to control the motion of the,automobile

Unit Three: Normal Driving Procedures
Deals wfth procedures required for operating an automobile safely within the highway trans-
portation system

Unit Four: Environmental Factors
Deals with driving procedures,to be applied under environmental cond
degrade driving safety

Unit Five: Complex Perceptual Skills.
Directed 'toward the development of higher pert tptual Skills required for highly effective

driving

Unit Six: Driver Influences
Concerned wich the driver's readiness to L.opc with complex factors, such as fatigue and
psychological and physiological conditions (including alcohol and drugs)

Unit ;Seven: Emergency Skills
Deals primarily with the complex inanlpulative skills 'requited to handle an automobile in

hat tend to

the 'event of an eineygency

Unit Eight: Nonoperational Tasks
Concerned walla yariety of activities required tosupport safe driving .

1.

The specifications for these units of study did not attempt to define the specific characteristics
of the required curriculum materialg.. Rather, they sought- to identify what the materials must be
capable of accomplishing; that is to'say,4the specifications defined the Anctional characteristics of
the material. The specifications were then reViewed by approximately 50 driver edueators and other

interested parties.
0 ,
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The materials acttIVITy used in the development of SPC represent only one possible form the
curriculuin might take. Where existing materials were availatle and met the specifications, they were
used. For the most part, however, new materials had to be Ai/eloped, because the,existing materials
pursued objectives that were either irrelevant to SPC or approached the subject matter in ways that
dicl not coincide with the instructional sequence outlined in the specifications. As designed, and in
keeping with the current emphasis on multimodal programs, SPC was to be administered in six basic
instructional modes, including 1) independent study, 2) classroom instruCtion, 3) guided learning,
.4) multiple-car driving range, 5) on-street driving, and, 6) adult supepVision. Figur6 15 shows the
basic objectives of each instructional mode and the way ,in which they relate to one another.

The curriculum as developed required multimedia equipment, an automobile simulator, and a
driving range. In addition to these equipment requirements, the curriculum specifies a student-
teacher ratio of 30 to 1 for the classroom, 16 to 1 for simulator and range, and 3 to 1 for on-street
training (per 55-minute session).

,

In addition to the instructional materials developed for SPC, intermediate criterion measures
were developed to measure the achievement of the instructional objectives. They included the fol-
lowing:

Driving Knowledge Prelfost TestsA 50-item test covering all units of instruction
. _

MODE °

INDEPENDENT GUIDED* ADULT

STUDY CLASSROOM LEARNING RANGE ON-STREET SUPERVISION

ACQUIRE

INFORMATION

APPLY

INFORMATION

, ACQUIRE/APPLY

INFORMATION

OR SKILL

ACQUIRE

SKILL

DEVELOP/

DEMONSTRATE

SKILL

DEVELOP

PROFICIENCY

*Guided learning may, be used in any sequence throughout the course.

Figure 15

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN VARIOUS MODES OF THE SPC CUIIRICULUM
AND THEIR OBJECTIVES
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Unit Knowledge TestsTests designed to assess the student's mastery of information &in-
tent in the learning activity packages
Basic Skills Range TestA performance test of the student's ability to control the longitudi-
nal and lateral motion of the car and to execute simple maneuvers
Perceptual Skills TestA test in which the student responds to filmed movi.ng situations
requiring distance-time ju.dgments and the identification of hazards
Evasive Range TestA performance teslof the student's ability to perform extreme steering
and braking procedures required in carrying out evasive maneuvers in response to simulated

emergency situations
On-Road Performance Test A.performance measure calling for observation and recording !
of student responses to a variety of commonly encountered highway and traffic situntions
Attitude MeasureA pseudofactual knowledge test, designed to reveal beliefs concerning .

issues of importance to driving safety

In .additidn to the SPC curriculum package, a minimal skills couise called the Pm-Driver Licens-
ing (PDL) course was also developed as a part of this contractual.effort. The PDL was developed to
provide a comparison curriculum for evaluating SPC and was aimed at developing only those know!-

, edges and skills necessary for obtaining a driver's license. Table 9 provides a comparison of SPC and
PDL in terms of curriculum units andinstructional time.

Several documents have been completed that describe SPC, PDL, their development, and various
guidance materials (122, 123, 124, 125, 126, 128). It should be noted that several different groups
participated in the dei,elopment and production of the various curriculum materials. For example,
an adyisory panel of safety education leaders and mdre than 160 driver educators across the country,
provided comments, questions, information or materials for the development process. In addition,
organizations within the business community provided support for the development and production
of various iraterials such.asSimulation and 'multimedia equipment and student materials.

G. A Pilot Test of SPC

The second phase of the SPC contract involved pilot testing the curriculum. Pilot testing began
in June 1973 in the Kansas City, Missouri, school system..This location was selected for the test
because driver education is not-a State requirement in Missouri and had not been previously offered

in the schools identified for participation. This choice enabled the curriculum to be introduced into
the school's program in a systematic manner, thus permitting a random assignment design to be
used with a minimum of ethical objections, It also required a higher implementation cost, because
an entire program had to be established.

Students who volunteered* for the program were randomly assigned to I) the SPC course,
2) the PDL course or 3) no formal HSDE course. Thus, it would be possible to evaluate the SPC
course against a Minimal skills course and against no-formal training. It is recognized that students
assigned to the latter group would learn to drive from some source, such as parents, friends, or com-,
mercial driving schools, nd that it wohld be difficult to determine how all the students in that
group had learned to &hie. It was felt, however, that a comparison of the SPC curriculum with both
the minimum exposure (PDL) course and the ho-treatment (control) group would provide some
information concerning the effectiveness of a model HSDE course compared with all other sources
of training and would be of potential use in interpreting cost-effectiveness issues. The comparison of

*Volunteer bias (i.e., comparing subjects who had volunteered and cOrnpkted an HSDE program with subjects who had not

volunteered and had not been exposed to such a program) was the most common flaw in previous driver education evaluation

studies. Unless volunteer bias is eliminated, the effects of factors that cause:one subject to volunteer and anothei not to volun-

teer cannot be distinguished from the effects of the treatment. If volunteers are used for both exPerimental and control groups,

however, as in this study, volunteer bias does not occur since the effects of these andother contaminating factors are distributed

evenly among the groups.
6 8
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Table 9

TIME Si'ENT IN INSTRUCTIONAL MODES, BY cuplincuLiiro UNITS

Safe Performance Curriculum (SPC)

INSTRUCTIONAL

MODES

CURRICULUM UNITS

3
CCin

Eo

cc

1

2
cli ,

C5LUza
cc

fC
v?zo

1 INTRODUCTION 3* - - -
.

2 BASIC CONTROL TASKS

.

2 2 4+
,

-
3 NORMAL DRIVING 5 2 4 2

,

4 ENVIRONMENTAL FACTORS 3 1 1 -
5 COMPLEX PERCEP. SKILLS

-,
7 1 1 3

6 DRIVER INFLUENCES
, ,

4 _
-

sl...

7 EMERGENCY SKILLS 2 1 4 4" 1

8. NON-OPERATIONAL TASKS
bi

/ - 1**

31 6 14 7

(Note: The siudent also spends 18 - 20 periods in Guided Learning
sessions and one period on-street for'open practice.")

Pre-Driver Licensing Course (PDL)

1 INTRODUCTION
_

1- - _

2 BASIC CONTROL TASKS 1 2 4+. -
.

3 NORMAL DRIVING 6
-?

2

,

.. 8 2 4 2

(Note: PDL students also take the final on-road performance test.)

* Numbers show 55-minute periods.
** Represents final on-road performance test:4
4' Includes range test.

,
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the SPC students with the PDL students would indicate the effectiveness of the safety content of
SPC and, to the extent that the PDL represents the minimal skills re 4uired for obtaining a driver's
license, the effectiveness of a comprehensive HSDE program over the minimal skills preparation
requited. by driver-licensing procedures. The SPC and-PDL course effectiveness was to be measured
in terms of short-term and intermediate criteria, such as the knowledge, attitude, and skills tests
already described. In addition, all three groups (including the no-training control group) were to be
evaluated in terms of their driving records (i.e., crashes,an'd violations) after being licensed. This
latter evaluation effort was not-successful, however, because of 1) the large sample size requirement
for obtaining statistical significance (now estimated at 3,000 licensed drivers per group), and 2) the
large attrition rate resulting from student absences, dropouts, and a low rate 'Of licensing after
course completion.* The costs involved in administering the program to so large a group of people
(approximately 6,000 in each..of the tkree groups) were prohibitive for this pilot study. Therefore,
this initial test of the SPC,curriculum consisted entirely of-the collection and analysis of short-term
and intermediate measures taken on the SPC tand PDL groups. These data were collected and care-
fully analyzed to determine any differences in performance between these two groups. Program
effects were also analyzed-in terms of scholastic achievement and sex. The results of the analyses;
which incliioded both the SPC and PDL groups, are shoWn in figure 16. As is apparent, the posttests
for all four measures shown here (i.e., knowledge, basic skills range teston-the-road_pefformance
test,o4rid perceptual skills test) are higher than the pretests for the SPC students, indicating a posi-
tive change following exposure to the SPC cbuise. Also-the posttest scores for the SPC students are
in every case higheethan',the posttest scores far the PDL students. Thus, on all four measures the
SPC group appeared to do better than the PDL group. The differences, however, were not 'as great
as had been expected: Nor could these differences have been taken as .predietors of subsequent crash
behavior because there is, as yet, no demonstrated relationship between such test mea'Ssures and real-

world driving performance. .

rTh The performance of thq SPC group with regard to various units within SPC can be seen in-figure
17. This figure shows the percent correct responses for various curriculum units. As can be seen,
students averaged approximately 64 percent correct responses on these units. This performance
level was much lower than expected. Scores on nonoperational skills; such as trip planning and han-
dling breakdowns and crashes, were particularly low.

Thus, following the pilot-test effort, little more is known about the crash reduction effective-
ness of the model curriculum than before the test. Although trends were consistently in the desired
direction, it was apparent that imkovements needed-6-6CMade-in-the_administration of the curric-
ulum.** It should also be pointed out that a riumber of difficulties arose during the pilot project,
including maintenance of control over the random assignment procedure, delays in scheduling,
inadequate instructor preparation, and administrative problems owing in part to the shared responsi-
bility between the prime contractor and the subcontractor. These problems have been reviewed
carefully and specific recommendations have been made to minimize such problems in any future
evaluation of SPC.

H. Demonstration of SPC in Terms of Ultimate Criterion Measures

This brings us to the final phase athe development and evaluation of the SPC curricuhi
before NHTSA can decide whether SPC can be a cost-effective countermeasure for use by the
States. It is expected th nless there are no successful bidders) by the end of fiscal year 1976,
NHTSA Will have awar ontract to conduct the long-term demonstration Of SPC. An initial
request for proposals to ct this project has already been issued. Before an award of the-

e
*Only about 25 percent of those students who were included in the study were found fo have a driver's license within 6

months following the course'completion period.
**It should be duly noted that the ability to make such a statertknt, that the course needs improvement, derives specicically

from information gained by meanS of the random assignnknt, comparison group design used in the pilot evaluation.
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Figure 16

RESULTS OF THE ANALYSIS OF INTERMEDIATE PILOT-TEST MEASURES FOR THE
SPC AND Mt CURRICULA
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57.5
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Unit 7 Unit 8 Evasive

Emergency Non-operational Range

Skills . Tasks Test

PERCENT MEAN CORRECT RESPONSE BY UNIT

Figure 17

PERCENT CORRECT RESPONSES FOR VARIOUS CURRICULUM UNITS INCLUDED IN THE
SPC PILOT EVALUATION
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contract is made, however, site visits will be conducted to proposed project locations to discu'ss
evaluation and administration requirements. Initial briefings concerning these requirements have
already been cohducted in the NHTSA regions for potential bidders and at NHTSA's Washi.ngton
headquarters for initial applicants. Every precaution is being taken to avoid the iiroblems that have'
plagued previous HSDE evaluation projects, including the SPC,pilot-testseffort.

The primary goal of this.project, which will reqUire approximately 6 years to complete, is to
determine the crash and violatiön-reductiali potential of the NHTSA-developed model driver educa-
tion program (SPC). Specific objectives of the program include:

Providing for an adequate evaluation of SPC using crash reduction criteria
Confirming the effectiveness of SPC in terms of meeting its instructional objectives
Confirming the reliability and validity of short-term performance measures
Determining Vie administrative feasibility of SPC
Providing information for the revision of SPC if necessary

Put in terms of the questions that will be asked during the conduct of this study, we have the
following:

Do students taking SPC have better subsequerit &raving reeords,tharthose taking PDL or
those having no formal public instruction at al0 (ultimate criteria)
Do students completing instruction in SPC have higher grades on the in-course test measure§
than students completing PDL? (intermediate criteria)

,Do students performing better on in-course tests have better driving records, for the first 2
: years of driving than students who perform less well on such tests? (validity of the tests)

Does SPC fit within the administrative, financial, and scheduling constraints of the second-
ary school program? (administrative feasibility)

To answer these questions, the experimental design shown in figure 18 will be used. Jver
period of 24 months approximately 18,000 students at the project locations will be randomll
assigned to one of three possible groups: 1) those receiving SPC, 2) those receNing PDL, and
3) thOse receiving no formal training. This design will result in 6,000 persons.being initially assigned
to each group, and an estimated 3,000 in each group who will actually complete each program
assignment and_become licensed drivers within 6 months.

Basechon the California driver followup study (22) and its estimate that approximately 13 of
every 100 new drivers will be involved in a reported crash within 12 months following licensing, it is
expected that the 18,000-student sample size will be adequate to detect a resulting difference as low
as 10 percent in subsequentkrash rates among any of the three groups (e.g., a crash rate of 11.7 per
100 SPC Students vs. a rate of 13 crashes per 100 PDL students, or a difference between the SPC
and PDL groups of 1.3 crashe:s per 100 drivers). Records will be kept concerning whether the stu-.
_dents are assigned to summer, fall, or winter groups, as well as on various demographic characteris-
tics such as age, sex, socioeconomic status, and class standing. Final data analyses will take such
variables into consideration.

, After being assigned to and coippleting the appropriate training condition, the SPC and PDL
groups will be evaluated with regard to their scores on the intermediate perfbrmance measures
(knowledges, attitudes, and skills). The driving records of all three groups will then be followed for
_a'period of 2 years after completion of i,arious training conditions. Because it is possible that fewer
low-socioeconomic-level students in the no-education (control) group will receive their-licenses
within a 6-month -period, this group, may be biased with a greater prciportion of higher
socioeconomic-level licensed drivers to receive followup. Since it has been shown that socio-
economic status is related to the probability of subsequent crash involvement, this factor will be
manipulated statistically in order not to bias the no-treatment group toward better performance. ,

The evaluation requirements that must be met in order that the contract be awarded are as follows: 0"
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EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN FOR THE DEMONSTRATION OF THE SPC CURRICULUM
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Evidence must be provided to support the availability of a sufficient number of potential
students to meet the sample size requirements.
Evidence must be provided to insure the capability .of randomly assigning the students to
the various groups including the no-education control group.
Evidence must be provided to insure an adequate State records system with regard to the
timely entry and accessibility of crash and violation data.

If successfully carried out, this demonstration project should provide the first adequate evalua-
tion of a secondary school driver education curriculum tO date. If not, it should at least provide a
model for future evaluation efforts and subsequent HSDE program improvements.

1. The Potential Impact of the SPC Program in Reducing Crashes

Although difficult, it is theoretically possible for NHTSA to estimate the number of lives saved
by a single, well-designed administration of a program (e.g., the SPC demonstration project). This .

estimate can be made by comparing the subsequent crash rates of those who were exposed to the
program with the rates of those who were not. In such a case, significant factors such as the number
of persons expos0 to the program and the quality of the program are under the agency's direct con-
trol. In estimating the impact of a nationally implemented program, however, these variables are not
under the direct control of NHTSA. For example:

The States and localities will determine how many persons will be exposed to any, one par-t
ticular program.
The States and localities will deterrnine the quality of the program's administration and,

,

thus, its'potential effectiveness. .

Thus, td m'ake an estimate of the impact that a nationally implemented program such as SPC
might have in reducing total crashes, a model is required and an estimate must-be made of some of
the parameters of that model. Some of the questions that need to be answered to determine overall
crash impact are shown in figure 19, and include the following:*

What is the effectiveness of the program in terms of crash reduction? (E.g., is the program at
least 15 percent effective, in that young drivers exposed to the program have 15 percent
fewer subsequent crashes than those no.t exposed to it? This can be determined in a demon-
stration prdgram such as the one being implemented.)
How many students will complete the program? (E.g., can 73 percent of all eligible students
(2,600,000)-be exposed to the program nationally?)
HoW uniform is the quality of the administration of the program? (E.g., can all States and
localities adNinister the program uniformly according to the guidelines provided?)
How many newly licensed drivers have to be exposed to the program for every one who will
be involved in a crash in the first year of driving? (E.g., approximately one of every four
newly licensed drivers will be involved in a craA in the first year of driving. Therefore, four
new drivers must be exposed to the program for every one crash to. be potentially affected.)

At thispoint, if all the estimates are reasonably accurate,** it is possible to estimate the crash
reduction impact Of the program. For example, if 2,600,000 students were annually exposed to a
unifprmly effective SPC program, if that program has been shown to have a crash reduction

*The following exercise is inten.ded only to estimate potential overall impact of any uniformly effective program. There are
no plans to implement SPC nationally. However, the cost-effectiveness estimates should be appropriate for wherever such a program
would be implemented.

**Mthough the estimates of "15 percent program effectiveness" and "4 drivers for evely one involved in a crash" are quite
reasonable, the expectation that all 2,600,000 students presently eligible for HSDE each year could be exposed to an SPC program of
uniform effectiveness is riot very reasonable. Yet impact should be proportional to the number of persons who are exposed to the
uniformly administered program and, thus, the approach seems valid. The one variable which v,could be difficult to estimate from
site to site is the unjformity and quality of the program administration and, thus, its potential effectiveness.
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1. IDENTIFY TARGET GROUP

2. ESTIMATE PROGRAM CRASH REDUCTION POTENTIAL (CONTROLLED STUDIES)

3. ESTIMATE NUMBER OF TARGETS TO BE EXPOSED

4. DETERMINE NUMBER OF TARGETS IN DRIVING POPULATION

DR IVING POPULATION .5. DETERMINE NUMBER OF TARGETS IN CRASHES

CRASH POPULATION

122,400,000

DRIVERS

6. DETERMINE NUMBER

7. ASSESS IMPACT

(TOTAL POTENTIAL

IMPACT)

19,000,000 CRASHES

55,400 FATAL CRASHES

OF TARGETS PER CRASH [O + (5)]

TOTAL EXPOSED 131
x PROGRAM EFFECT (2)

NUMBER PER CRASH (6)

Figure 19

MODEL FOR ESTIMATING PROGRAM IMPACT

potential of 15 percent, and if there are four newly licensed drivers.for every one who will be
involved in a crash in the subsequent 12-month period, then a savings'of 97,500 crashes could be
effected.

_(A)*

number of students
exposed to program tashes avOided

X .15 = 97,500

number of drivers for each one
to be involved in a crash in 12-
month period

.program effectiveness
in reducing crashes

A savings of 97,500 crashes repreents an overall crash reduction of approximately 0.5 percent
and a dollar savings of approximately $390 million, if NHTSA cost estimates of $4,000 per average
crash/re accurate.

*A11 numbers represent estimates.
7 7
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97,500 crashes avoided per year .5% (impact)(B)* 19,000,000 crashes Per year

(C)* 97,500 X $4,000 = $390,000,000 (dollars saved),

In terms of cost effectiveness, such an effort would probably pay for itself in terms of 1 year's
crash reduction alone. For example, NHTSA estimates that 1) the average crash costs $4,000 and
2) the cost of administering SPC is approximately $90 per student. If we considered the latter esti-
mate as high as $100 per student, the amount of dollars saved could be estimated as follows:

(D) 97,500 crashes X $4,000 per crash = $390 million

(E)

(F)

2,600,000 students X $100 per student = $260 million

$390 million saved $260 million cost = $130 million net

Thus, the estimated savings resulting yin administering 'a 15-percent effe&ive HSDE program
to 2,600,000 students 'Would be approximately $130 million dollars, or $1.50 returned thr every
dollar invested over a 1-year period. This estimateddoes not include benefits in subsequent years
(i.e., crash reductions) from the same training experience, or whatever benefit kiciety receives from
the training service provided by public school driver education programs.

This exercise was not intended to mislead the reader into thinking that HSDE is now paying its
way in terms of highWay safety criteria. Certainly, much work would have to be done to insure the
uniform implementation of a known effective prograni (or a series of such programs) to such a large
number of students. This exercise is attempting, however, to put the potential impact of such an
HSDE program into a promcontext. A 15-percent effective HSDE program will not result in a
15-percent reduction in annual crashes. nore likely it would result in a reduction of less than 1 per-
cent (per year). Yet, such a reduction would be more than cost effective, not even considering the
additional benefits discussed in the proceding paragraph. Furthermore, while the total potential
impact on national crashes depends upon how extensive a program is implemented, cost effective-
ness does not.** Cost effectiveness depends only upon the quality with which the program (SPC or
any other HSDE program of demonstrated effectiveness) is implemented. What is the estimated cost
effectiveness of other traffic safety countermeasures? Is there another countermeasure of greater
demonstrated effectiveness whose implementation will be hindered by continuing efforts in the
HSDE area? These are questions that need to be addressed by traffic safety program administrators
in deciding the worth and future of HSDE efforts.-

*All numbers represent estimates.
**The reason why a 15% effective progam for young drivers will not result in a 15% reduction in total crashes is because all the

target groups that contribute to total crashes will not be exposed to the young driver program (HSDE).
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Section Eight

-NHTSA EFFORTS IN OTHER DRIVER EDUCATION AREAS

A. Past and Present Research aud Development Profects

Young Driver Programs

Several research efforts are underway at present to examine the potential 'of vdrious innovative
techniques for contributing to the effectiveness of High School Driver Education (HSDE). For ex-
ample; as a result of the frequently voiced concern that the in-car (behind-the-wheel (BTW)) phase of
HSDE is not sufficiently long to develop the skills/habits necessary for safe driving, the National
Highway Traffic Safety Administration (NHTSA) is investigating the potential for parent participa-
tion in this phase of the program.

,

Guidelines for parent participation are at present being developed that should provide for close,
organized parental supervision of the learner over an extended period of time. This approach has the
added advantage of possibly teaching parents improved safety practices. This program approach is
presently being pilot tested in both inner city and suburban areas. If parents use the program, and if
the students in the program learn more than their matched controls, the program will be incorpo-
rated into future revisions of the Safe Performance Curriculum (SPC).

Another significant problem involved in in-car instruction is the provision of relevant, visual
scenes (e.g., semiemergency situations) for training/Advances in technological areas, such as
holography, may permit the presentation of such visual stimuli for eithefinstructional or evaluation
purposes.

Some potential problems involved in this area will include initial high costs and instructor train-
, ing in the use of thernew device. In addition, it must be recognized that the contemplation of such .

advanced uses for this technique is surely pushing the state of the art in this area. Consequently, at
present, NHTgA does not have a good feel for the probable success of this approach. It is felt, how-
ever, that holography has the potential for providing a marked advancement in ,driver training.

Extensive work is also being done in the area of vision testing and the exploration of techniques
for developing improved peripheral vision scanning skills. Research in driver-licensing has indicated
that effective peripheral vision may be an important factor contributing to safe-driving capability.
The visual techniques investigated in this study emphasize various dynamic perceptual skills that
show promise for improvement by training. They involve the ability to make constant and direct use
of information from the peripheral field of view without directing the eyes at Ihe particular object
or event. One example of the use of this skill ling)* involve the ability of a driver to perceive accu-
rately the direction and rate of movement of a Nehicle in the periphery, while keeping his eyes
focused on the car or road sign directly in front of him.

Training techniques that prove to be effective and useful in improving peripheral visual skills
will be incorporated into future driver education and improvement programs. In fact, it is expected
that several products from the above innovative research and development efforts will be available
for the initiati.on of an innovative procedures demonstration prgject in fiscal year 1977 or 1978.

Young Handicapped Drivers

One result of the 1Cansas City pilot test of SPC was the finding that culturally 'deprived youth
had difficulty in using some of the instructional materials. Since there have been some indications
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that such persons are proportionately overinvolved in cr4shes, this finding was taken to be poten-

tially important. Subsequently; a study was undertaken in cooperation with the Department of

Health, Education, and Wel9re's (HEW) Bureau for the Education of the Handicapped (BEH) to

determine driver-training and licensing requirements for various specialpopulations. Some of the -

special groups that will be looked at include school dropouts and learning-disabled, physically hand-

icapped, mentally retarded, hearing-impaired, and visually impaired persons.

This study will look at the specific learning capabilities and limitations for each of these special

populations. It will survey various State requirements for licensing such persons and the appropri-

ateness of existing safety education materials and training techniques for the various groups. The

study willtalso attempt to assess the.need for, arid the probability of, providing mobil* for each of

the groups. Based on the results of ihe study, which should be available early in fiscal year 1977,

instructional materials will be developed and tested, under controlled conditions, to deterthine the

degree to which the various groups can be taught safe-driving practices. These materialsishould be

available for large-scale demonstration in the near future,-

The BEH may have some additional uses for these techniques. The driver-training program that

is developed could possibly be used as a motivating device to learn other skills. For example, a

reader or illiterate person may be motivated to learn to read well enough to pass the licensing exam-

ination, and these reading skills could then be expanded to other areas of development.

Adult Driver Education

A distinct but related area of driver education irivolves the training of already-licensed drivers

to improve their skills. There are a variety of such programs. Most, like the National Safety Coun-

cil's Defensive Driving Course, involve classroom instruction only, and some, such as General

Motors' Advanced Training Program, involve inistruction on a driving range in accident avoidance

skills.

The NHTSA has been involved in aproject.with the U.S. Air Force to develop a multimedia

safety education course, for use by licensed drivers, in both military and nonmilitary settings. The

,program that has developed from tlItse efforts is a 10-unit cotirse entitled "Survival in the :Traffic

Jungle." A brief description of ea1i of theunits is as follows:

4,

I. The Problem and a Legical Approach (including pretest) provides introduction to the total

program, breaks th,e'driving process into fotir categoriesTask, Environment, Auto, and

Manand discusses the TEAM matrix.

2. The Environment (Part I) identifies environmental characteristics as being fixed oi transient

arid discusses the need to identify and adjust to varying environmental conditions. . 44

3.. The Environment (Part II) discusses reactions to different situations and the need to interact

with one another in Such manner so as to minimize hazardous situations.

4..The Auto addresses vehicle conditiorPand its relationship to the maintenance of control, and

how to compensate for various performance limitations of a vehicle.

5. The Man (Part informs ihe student how the mental and physical condition of the driver

and the visual limilations of the vehicle offset the maintaining of conttol.

6. The Man (Part II) has the purpose of informing students how the mental and physical condi-.

tiOn of the driver is affected by the amount and type of drugs in his system, andhow his

vision, reactions, and vehicle control are limited.

7. The Task discusseS how the various factors of the TEAM matrix interact and affect the ac-

complishment of the driving task.
8 0
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8. Driver Errors identifies driver errors as being the single most impbrtant aspect of crash
causation and discusses the five most critical driver errors: failure to yield the right-of-way,
improper speed, improper passing, improper lane change, and following too closely.

9. Emergency Situations discusses how to plan for and perform necessary evasive and preven-
tive maneuvers during major kinds of emergency situations.

10°. The Mature Traffic Citizen (including posttest) disctisses the requirements of a mature traf-
fic citizen.

An earlier version of this program was pilot tested with U.S. Coast Guard recruits at Cape May
New Jersey. This project, called the Driver Improvement Training and Evalualion Study, was under-
taken by the American University under contract with NHTSA (145). Recruits were matched on
the basis of selected variables such as age, possession of a driver's license, prior drivr education,
and number of accidents. They were then randomly assigned to experimental and control groups.
There were three separate experimental groups: those receiving both classroom and range instruc-
tion, those receiving classroom training only, and those who received range training only. Classroom
trainini involved about 16 hours of preprogramed multimedia presentation, while range training
involved abbut 14 hours of simple traffic mix exercises, basic skill exercises, d evasion and com-
plex skills.eXercises. Each experimental group had its own control group.

Aetlie beginning of the eighth week of recruit training, the experimental and control groups
were pretested ivith a driver knowledge test and a BTW driving-range test. Program partiCipation
lasted for 1 week, and both groups were posttested with the above two tests plus a driving-related
attitude inventory. A number of followup data instruments were used to obtain information about
both experimental and control subjects after they left Cape May. These included a driving-behavior
questionnaire, a week's trip diary, and a variety of questionnaires to collect exposure, violation, and
accident data. Thefollowing results were reported:

) There were no significant differences between any of the training groups and their controls
onvretest scores.
Posttest scores indicated that the training groups performed better on the knowledge and
driving-range tests then did their respective controls.
Based on the questionnaire analyses, the classroom-plus-range and range-only groups did
better than their controls on a number ofreported driving behaviors.

Comparisons were also made between the training groups and their respective controls with
regard to a number of crash and violation criteria. The results of these analyses were as followg:

The only statistically -1gnificant difference in violations found between training and control
groups was that the claisrdom-only group had fewer violations than ifs control group.
Training groups hM consistently smaller average crash rates than their controls,.but most
snch differences were not statistically significant.
The classroom-plus-range group had significantly fewer injury crashes than its control group
(the control group had 2.67 times as many injury crashes).
The cla -only group had a lower percentage of injury crashes than its control group,
but th ference was not statistically significant.
The range-only group had a higher percentage of injury crashes than its control group, but
the difference also was not statistically significant.

The data collected in this study were voluminous, and further analyses are now being conducted
in followup project (146). Because of the results regarding the range-only group, research is also
bei g conducted to define more clearly the skills required .for accident avoidance (emergency train-
ing . This projec4 is described more completely below.

8 1
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All in all, it was felt that the results of this initial test suggested a good potential for payoff in
this area. This potential will be examined further in a demonstration program now being initiated.
This demonstration program will attempt to assess the crash reduction potential of a similar class-
room multimedia program with a group of young "problem" and "near-problem" drivers: In this
project, entitled "Young Driver Improvement Program" (147), young problem and near-problem
drivers, identified as such by State motor vehicle department records, will be randomly assigned to
receive, or not to receive, exposure to the multimedia program. Driving records will beitmonitored
for both groups for a period of 2 years to determine any violation or crash reduetion effect that the
program may have had. Figure 20 illustrates the experimental design of this demonstration project.

As a result of the findings of the Coast Guard study, another NHTSA research project was initi-
ated in mid-1974 to investigate the feasibility and pbtential effectiveness of advanced-training pro-
grams aimed at developing emergency skills (148). Such skills would be designed to aid recovering
from emergency situations and reducing the severity of crashes. There are two phases to this pro-
gram, each with different objectives, as follows:

Phase I: Problem Analysis Phase

Analyze the events immediately preceding various crashes.
_ Derive a minimal number of behavioral requirements for possible crash avoidance.

Phase H: Training Program Development Phase

Identify and develop the techniques for training and testing.
Determine feasibility and costs of training persons.
Develop experimOital plan to evaluate the training program.

The first phase of this project has been completed and has revealed that:

4

In 'the case of the two-vehicle crashes studied, approximately 30 percent could haVe been
avoided or their severity reduced had the driver executed an appropriate recovery maneuver.
The remaining 70 percent of two-vehicle crashes were determined to be unavoidable in that

ou available.
the drivers either 1) did Nrecognize the impending crash situation in time to avoid it or
2) there was no escapa'r

This information, along with information on the driver errors and recovery options related to
different types of emergencies, will be used in the second phase to structure and develop an ad-
vanced form of training not now generally -available to the motoring puNi.

Motorcycle Driver Education

In motorcycle driver education, a number of research projects have been anc are now being
undertaken. Chronologically, the major NHTSA projects in this are:: include:

The 1968 Reiss and Haley study (98), which concluded that licenging aad education pro-
grams offered the highest payoff for reducing motorcycle crashes

. A 1973 analysis of 5,600 motorcycle crashes in Michigan and Illinois k 149), which-found
that 25 percent of the crash-involved driver§ had less than 6 months of experience, and mOre
than 50 percent had less than 1 year of experience
The NHTS.A's close work with the-Motorcycle Safety Foundation during 1972-74 in the-
development of the motorcycle task analysis project and the developMent of curriculum and
performance objectives
A 1975 contract awarded to develop specificationsfor the development of a motorcycle
safety education curriculum
A 1975 contract awarded for the developme\nt of a motorcycle-licensing handbook
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In 1975, a demonstration project was also initiated to evaluate the craihieduction potential of
an improved motorcycle-licensing program. The program, enti d "The IniilDved Motorcycle Driv-
er Licensing and Training Project," is designed to determine w ther persons ;who are required to

,.pass more rigorous motorcycle-licensing tests have fewer subse uent craphis than those taking nor-
Anal licensing exams. The cAt effectivoness of such procedures will also beAamined.,

v .

Alcohol-Related Educational Programs
6,4

There are primarily two differentstypes of target groups for which alcA-hol-related education
programs are being developed a d evaluated by NHTSA. The first primary-target group involves
young beginning drivers in ecoriary schools. Here alcohol-oriented components are being de l-
oped for overall high schoofcurrlcula, as well as for specific driver education programs within ch
curricula. Since these projects have only recently. been undertaken, there are no adequate evalua-
tions of them to date. The second primary target group for alcohol,edyeation curricula involves
drivers who have been e-Onvicted,of driving while \ntoxicated (DWI).-A's.already mentioned in sec-
tion six of this report, these programs began around 1967 with the advent of the Phoenix DWI Pro-
gram. To date, NHTSA's primary effort in this area has been in conjtinction with its comprehensive
alcohol countermeasures program implemented in 1970. An alcohol education school was developed
and used by each ot the 35 Alcohol Safety Action Projects (ASAP's) that were initiated as a part of
this program. Thefe_were many differences in the scope and cdntent of these schools from one site
to another. While:sikrit ASAP's fiad only one school to which a variety of drinker types were re-
ferre.d.,.o.t.kers had separate schools for the different drinker t7es (e.g., social vs. problem drinkers).
One particular project had as many as four different schools, each devoted to a different type of of-
fender. Most of these schools were developed independently of one another at ea*.ette, and none
benefited from an objective-based curriculum development process stich as thdt used for the devel-
Opment of SPC.

Since 1972, however, as many as 50,000 persons have been procased annually through such
schools, and there have been a number of studies conducted toraluate the schpols' effectkness,
At the individual project level, for example, NHTSA set guidelines for each ASAP to conduct an
evaluation of its alcohol education school. The fhit summary of such stildies was-reportedin the
1974 annu A report of the Alcohol Countermeasures Programs (140). As figure 21 indicates', these
analytic studies includeiVeveral-`criterion me-asures of effectiveness, such-as attitude and knowledge
level changes, vitions, and crashreductions (in one study).-

The evidence provided by thesJ studies with regard to intyteases in knowledge igvel as a result of
exposure to the varioes schools was quite consistent in the area orpositive attitude changes, how-
ever, the data were less convincing, and in thc area_oferfkh reduction-evidence was nonexistent. Ai'
first glance, it appeared that many school§4Were effective in reducing subsequent alcohol-related

As figure'21 indicates, 6 of the tudies that examined arrest recidivism reported results favor-
ing the educational program. On close inspection, however, only two studies used randomly as-
signed control groups. Of these studies, ov showed significant favorable results for the school

-.group and.the other failed to find any significant differences between the,school and control groups
(140).

Three additional studies included control and'experimental groups %at were matched on at
least one variable related to.recidivism. pf these three studiq, only one reported significant re%lts
favoring the education group. In general, as the amount of control decreased, the number of studies
reporting favorable results increased.

Analyses of the following year's efforts showed only an increase in the number of controlled
studies reporting wsitive attitude changes for the alcohol education groups. There were no addi-
tional data to suppNt t position that alcohol safety schools were effective in reducing crashes

S
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arnopithose Oersons exposed .to them. However, one of the problems inherentin most of-these
analytieitUdies was that the sampte size, was sufficiento detect only large crash reducti%.,

.
.L.,41111h ortlerto Oi,ercome the foregoing sample size problem, an overall program lgW comparison of

SAP alotiol education schools.was conducted and reportbd by Nichols and,,X0142). In this
, alcohol rearrest data were c4llected, on persons entering 44 alcohol educatiOnAhools at 29

P's for calendar year 1973. In addition, site visits were made to each ASAP tO obfain descrip-
structural data-to describe the educational programs at each 4e. The type of d0a collected

luded:

The proportion of program time spent lecturing
The amount of time spent on leader-client verbal interaction
The amount' of time spent on client-client verbal interaction

tp:Total program exposure time
Average session size

On the basis of factor and cluster analyses conducted ni the above descriptive data for each of
the 44 schools, three different types of schools were derived, the characteristics of which are shown
in table 10. These schools can be described as ranging on a continuum,from the most extreme,lec- -
ture-oriented schools to the most group-participation-oriented schools.

The next logical step in the process involved awnalysis of quarterly recidivism rates (rearrest
for an alcohol-related driving offense) for each school type. First, however, an analysis of the
quarterly recidivism rates for those clients classified as problem and nonproblem drinkers was

Tele 10

CHARACTERI1TICS OF ALCOHOL EDUCATION SCHOOL TYPES

VARIABLES SCHOOL TYPES

rcit='

INFORMATION .TRANSMISiION'
(% OF TIME)

SESSION SIZE (NO...ARSONS)

PARTIC./LEADER
INTERACTION (%0F TIME)

EXPOE TIKtE (HRS).

PARTIC.VPARTIC.
:174

INTERACTION (% OF TIME),-

Type 3

85%

47.

18%

so

8 HRS

'3%

Source Nichdittnd Reis (142)

88
76

Type21, Typel

74% 51%

2694 15

34% 34%

1 HRS

12% 32%v
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conducted.* As figure 22 indicates, there was a considerable difference in the subsequent rearrest
rates for these two drinker groups. This difference was statistically significanand lent considerable
support to the validity of the overall ASAP diagnostic process.

Finally, an analysis of the recidivism rates for each drinker yype exposed to each school type
was conducted. The general trend of the 1.esults of this analysis is shown in figure 23. Basically, for
nonproblem drinkers it made no difference which school the Oients were exposed to. The rearrest
rates for both schools, on which sufficient data were available;'were nearly the same:

With regard to problem drinkers, however, there was a trend for those persons exposed to a
purely lecture-oriented (type 3) school to have a higher than expected:recidivism (rearrest) rate.
This difference, which was statistically significant at the end of the 1-year interval, did not reach
such significance at the end of the 18-month interval.

A summary of the present state of affairs with regard to the effectiveness of various alcohol
eduAtion schools linclude the following:

Studies measuring the effects of alcohol education,schools in terms of positive knowledge or
attitude changes prqvide fairlY convincing evidence for such effect (140).
Studies meaSuring the effects of alcohol education schoOlg iffterms of intermediate criteria
(such as clients S'eeking further help for their drinking'problein, clients reducing their quan-
tity, or frequency of drinking, or clients reducing their mimber of drinking-related problems)
are nonexistent to date (140). 0

44,

1_4) Studies measuring the effects of alcohol educition schools in terms of reductions in subse-
quent alcohol-related violations and crashes do no,t at present provide much support for 'the
existence of such effects (140). I

I° There are'some iNications that lecture-oriented schools may have a negative effect on ex-
./ treme problem drinkers rn terms of-subsequent alcohol-rethted arrests (142).

Few ASAP's, ui5 to 1974, had employed adequate experimental designs to evaluate *ef-
fectiveness of their educational programs (140, 142).
Sample size§ in most of the studies reported to date were too small to be able to detect a
10-15-percent crash or viOlation reduction effect.
Other studies conducted in the 'United States as wellias those few foreign studies which
have been condUcted, lend added support for the for going NHTSA

B. Future Plans in the Driver Education Area
4

There are two separate offices within NHTSet that a're jhtly responsible f9r the proper admin-
istration of NHTSA's traffic safety education prbgram. Most of the projects described in this and'
the previoussection represent efforts of the Office of Driver and Pedestrian.Research (ODPR)of
Research and Development (R&D). This office, since its establishment in 1120 has been attempting
to administer a research and development plan that complies with long-range needs. The drivektask
analysis, the development of indructional and performance objectives, andolhe'development'and
pilot test of the SP9 curriculum are all products of 'the efforts of this office aneilts Driver Educa-

.
tion and Licensing Group.

In .19713, the large-scale demonstration program concept became a primary emphasis ifi
NHTSA's countermeasure efforts with the advent of the Alcohol Countermeasures Program (ACP) k
and its 35 ASAP's.

Since that time, and as' a direct result of the*ASAP experience, the demonstration program con-
cept has been developed and refined to the point where it now clearly refers,to the large-scale imte-
mentationof countermeasure'programs, in real-world.environments for the pa-pose of determina
their crash reduction effectiveness. Early in the ACP the importance of the evaluation portion of

*Each project reported separate forms forPcrsons diagnosed as problem and nonproblem drinkers. The dasis process varied
from site to site. For a more complete explanation see reference 142. .
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this definition was less than clear.* This demonstration program concept now constitutes the pri-
mary activity of the newly created Office of Driver and Pedestrian Programs (ODPP) of the oper-
ational Traffic Safety Programs (TSP) portion of NHTSA. As a result, the Driver Education and
Licensing Group of the ODPR (R&D) and the Driver and Pedestrian Education Division of the
ODPP (TSP) are working closely together to develop and pilot-test the various demonstration pro-
grim components (R&D) ai o actually implement and monitor those large-scale program evalua-
tion efforts (TSP). This relat onship provides the basis,for the following discussion .of multiyear
plans. /.

..
Several traffic7safetyeducation-oriented deanstration prograrris'are lieing developed for imple-

mentation before.calendar .year 198() ecause,th highristpriority is now being placed on the over-
lapping alcohol, yalith, and thottircy rfatget.firtukthe.majority of the demonstration Programs
are in theSeartiitTleS13,inclucle:..

..

7-,':-.,: , - 0

Alcohol and\iO .iher Drug Education and Training

A Short-Term Rehabilitation Dembristration:'This program is intettded to evaluate the effec-
tivenessaf short-term behavior modification techniques (including educational and followup
c omponents) at present being surveyed by Fop. It prObably will be the first in a,series of,
similar projeCts. .

.,.

Alcohol Education Demonstration: A project intended to:a evaluate the effectiveness of a
comprehensive community alcohol education program including elementary school, second-
ary school, court, and motor vehicle 'department components. Curricula will be developed in
terms of instructional and performance objectives and will make use of the best of the nAte-
rials available to date. .7

Young Driver. Education and Training

Innovative Teaching Techniques Demonstration: A program to evaluate the effectiveness of
several existing and newly developed education approaches for young beginning drivers.

,N

Motorcycle Driver Education and Training
./

Motorcycle Driver Education and Training Demonstration: A project to e aluate a e

performance-based motorcycle driver educati6n prog\ram that will be developed on the hasis
0,

of instructional and performance Objectives.

Adult Driver Education and Trqining .._
_

Comprehenshie Crash Avoidance Skills Demonstration Program: A projett intended to eval-
uate the effectiveness of a comprehensive, community-based crash avoidance program that
would include both defensive-driving and eniergency-training components for all driver

in a variety of settings (e.g., school, industry, recreational. licensing).

Driver Education and Training

, erly Driver Education and Training Demonstration Program: A project intended to eval-

.

uate the effectiveness of a comprehensive, eommunity-based education andtra,ijprograni
for elderly drivers. Stiteratappres'aches outtiried in the "Issues" section of this tarp. 441 be
investigated and developed in the R&D preparatia p iod for this project.

1St
Driver.,Education and Training for the Handiccippec.7

1 .

~. .. DOver Education and Training for Handicapped Persons Demonstration: This project, which
will probably beconducted in conjunction with HEW, will 4tcmpt to evaluate the driving- i

-..,

,c
\ , . .

;PR is appei.rent that, although an emphasis was'placed on evaluton ip this initial NIfITSA denionstration effort, primaw
emphasis was placed ô reducing,crashes with apparently less emphatis bei0 placed on reducing them in such a manner such that
the effect could bold cumenied. This emphasis has changed since4970. . -

1
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and non-driving-related social effects of a comprehensive driver education and training pro-
. gram for handicapped sioups. Which handicapped grotips will be included in this study will

depend on the results of the ongoing,R&D surVey effort.

All of the foregoing projects will include immediate, intermediate, and long-range criteria for
determining.program effectivene* Prerequisites for zontract award will be thesame as for demon-
strations implemented at present, and include I ), capability to obtain an adequate sample size and
2) capability and. willingness to 'employ random assignment techniques. In ddditioq. biographical
and demographic data will also be analyzed and maniPulated statistically to'elimlnate potentially
contaminating influences. It is apparent that the NHTSA emphasis is primarily on conducting and
stimulatineddequate evaluation programs. This aPproach, in addition to providing information with
regard to the programs being evaluated, should provide a needed stimulus or model for similar State
program evaluation efforts.

. 5



Section Nine

SUMMARY AND RECOMMENDATIONS

A. Sum_mary

In sunigi oPthe preceding sections, the following information is offered:
, 0 .,

I. ;' . ,

Section DO.: ;0/.01
3 ,. .

Section two suggests, With somewhat convincing evidence, that the kighway. transportation sys-
terii in the United States is operating with a considerable degree of efficiency in terms of crash
involvement per licensed driver or per miles driven. . ,.

,
This section also suggests that "silver bullet" approaches, or expectations of dramatic crash

..reductions, are not logically sound. Considerable effort ha already been expended tb minimize
highway-related death and injury rates in the United Statek. Further reductions will,bernuch
more difficult to effect.

Exceptions to the foregoing suggeStion would require a program or, an event that-would drarnati-
cally restrict either 1) how muc tile pUblic drives or 2) /v the PUbli6 drives. Ope example of
such an event'wOuld be the effe the 1973-74 fuel shortage on miles driven, on the specd at
which they we're drijfen, an ;, :.,. , nitty'on-the reduced cra41 rate fol that time period. OnlY
in crisis situationsor With t , tibn of long-term natiOnal interesfis it likely that the
public will accept such"restii . .

. .
4

Traffic safety edUcatiorFison4_ e df seVeral countermeasure approaches that can be supported
in order to maintain or ift)*-the safely status of the highway traffic system.

Section Three: Target Gro

InformatiOn preSented three suggests that'young drivers represent the most problem-
atic gkpup with_regard,*Vrash involvement and,- from that point of view, offer.the greatest
potentPk for reducing crashes of any targetgroup.

. .

Programs-aimed at drinkinolrivers and motorcyclists and,general adult target groups also pro-
.... vide a significant potential for crash reduction. ,

'-Driver errors continue to be the Single greatest contributing factor in the causation of highway
crashes.

Section Four: History

Section four provides a chronology of event§ in the history of High School Driver Education ,

(HSDE) efforts, and suggests four stages td desCribe that histQry of events. These stages include:
1) a.period of relatively uncontrollea development, 2) a periO6 of expansion and attemptsto
organize the area, 3) a. period of critiCism of HSDE,effectiveness, and 4)'i perioclbf increased
accountability and emphasis on curriculum development and evaluation.

The Highway Safety Act of 1966 and its retultant research and development effoits (sec. 403 of
the act), ilave contributekignificantly to .the development of a mOdel for, HSDE-curriciihim
developrn*t and evaluation.-

Unfortunately, the primary impact of the Driver Education Standard whichdeveloped fr the
1966 act (sec. 402), has been to emphasize further the expansion of HSDE in the States belore
progr,ams have been developed adequately and their effe4tiVeness documented. This effect hasc.
contihued in spite of the specific criticisnis of this aspect of HSDE in the late 1960's.

z.
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Much emphasis in. the driver education areas is nOw being placed on education programs for a
variety of driver groups, on multiphase programs for the secondary sehool, and on performancel
based (rather than time-based) programs.

Approximately 73 percent (or about 2.6 million) of eligible students are now being exposed to
HSDE efforts at an estimated annual cost of at least $200 million (2.6 million students at
$76.32 per student). ; )

'ction Fiye: Effectiveness of IISDE

The goal of HSDE, as a federally subsidized highway safety measUre, is tO reduce crashes.

Section five points out that early studies, which claimed HSDE to be 50-percent effective in
re)ducing crashes-and violations, had gross methodological deficiencies and that, their conclusions
NVere incorrect.

Studies by independent researchers accounted for most of such claimed effect in terms of differ-
ences in exposure, personality, or other self-selection factors.

Recent studies have involved more substantial.effo7ts to control for such extraneous variables,
but no such study has succeeded in producing unequivocal results concerning HSDE effective-
ness (or the lack of it)?

No study is capable of proving that HSDE is (or is not) effective in reducing crashes. Further,
only a substantial bodrof controlled investigations with relatively consistent findings can pro-
vide acceptable support for such an effect, or the lack of it.

To date there is no acceptable experimental evaluation..of HSDE. Studies by critics, as well as
studies by proponents, have contained substantial methodological problems.

ction Six: Issues
The most proper way in which to determine the effectiveness of driver education is by means of
a study based on a random assignment, control group, experimental design.

Driver education programs cannot be expected to improve unless they are infplemented in a
manner that allows accurate feedback with regard to their present effectiveness. Without such
feedback, there is no ineentive to modify such programs.

The history of HSDE appears to have skipped the developmental requirements of 1) objective-
based curricula and 2) program-evaluation-documenting effectiveness before program ex0ansion
begins.

Two of the reasons for the difficulty in evaluating HSDE are the commonly held betief that it is
effective, and the fact that insurance companies and some State licensing agencies provide incen-
tives for HSDE graduates based on this undocumented assumption.

An additional reason forthe difficulty in documenting crash reduction effectiveness is that the
variation due to error and procedural differences in motor vehicle records may be as great as the
variation effect (i.e., reduction) that is expected to result from a particular program.

There is obviously extreme variation among HSDE programs, with regard to teacher prepara-
tion, program cOntent, and facilities available. It would be difficult to support guidelines
intended to improve course standardization in these areas without some objective researCh evi-
dence concerning the factors that are important in contributing to program effectiveness (e.g.,
the use-of professional vs. paraprofessional instructors for in-car training).

The instructor, his motivation, and his competence/are probably the'most significant variables
that contribute to potential HSDE effectiveness. How to identify, quantify, develop, and evalu-
ate such instructor factors involves a very extensive evaluation process that has not been ade-
quately pursued to date.

9 7
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The driver education concept has been expanded to a number of overlapping targefgrOups,

including I ) drinking drivers,..2) special vehicle groups, 3) elderly persons, 4) handicapped per,
sons,-5) problem drivers, and 6) general adult populations. Collectively, such programs,-with the

,
'. addition of predriv,er (K-12) programs, constitute the traffic safety, education area.

. .

Section Seven: NHTSA Approach to Evaluating the HSDE Area

Following the recommendations of tlre Highway. Research Board in 1968, the National Highway

Traffic Safety Administration (NNTSA) has Pursued along-term ptan-aimed at the development

%of an objective- and performance-based I-ISDE curriculum.

The development and pilot testing of this curriculum has proved to tie a considerable stimulusf

for the improvement of existing HSDRIprograms.4 .
. .

.

,_An initial pilot test of this program has.Provided indications that, with some adjuStments, the

program will be acceptably effective in meeting its instructional and performance objective's.
4

An assessment of the effectiveness of this program, in terms of crash reduction, will be pursued

in demonstrdtion programs to be implernented in the near future.

,The NHTSA has taken the position that an HSDE.program that is 10-15-pereent effective in

. reducing the crash iM,olvement probability of persons exposed to it is feasible and represents a,

reasonable expectation. ,

.
.

Such an effective program, even if implemented on a massive scale, would not result in a dra-,

tnatic overall crash reduction. Such a program, however, would be cost effective.

Section Eight: Other NIJTSA Education Activities

4 demonstration program concept provides the basis for the Current NHTSA approach in this

drea. Such prograrns are developed and initiated for the express purpose of evaluating the crash -

reduction potential of various educational countermeasureS' approathes. Research-and develop-

ment efforts are being directed to the development of the-countermeasure components for suCh

prbjects. .

Contrary to titre suggestions by Some researchers (33), the researcWeVidence does not:support

the conclusion that "more directive" programs,--such as court or rffbtor v.ehicle programs, pro-

. vide more potential for behaviormodifkation than does HSDE. On the contrary, it appears ihat

.controlled studies in the driver improvement area (137) and in the alcOol education area (140,

142) haP'e shown no consistent positive findings with regard to the effettiveness of such pro-
grams.in reducing crashes, and controlled studies in industry are partic4larly hsent. Further,
there appear to be jtist as many poorly controlled, studies reporting positive program effects'in

HSDE as in any other area.

B. A General 0rvation
% b

,
.

The question regarding tVe effectiveness of presen1 HSDE programs is difficult to answer. There,

are so many diverse programs, so few of which have had any evaluition, that any conclusion regard-

ing the overall effect bf HSDE is reduced to littl more than a "feel". for the situation:One thing

appears to be certain. Such programs are not 56-percent effective in reducing crashes and violations

as was previously claimed. However, unlike McG!uire and Kersh, who tentatively Conelud at

EISDE, as now constituted, offers little or no prOmise of contributing to driverbehavior m d1i -a-)

tion, NHTSA believes that HSDE offers as much behavior modification and crash reduction- ot n-

tial.as any other form of short-term intervention. In -fact, it.proably offers mor otentiaf °than

most programs because it intervenes earlier and :Otolves more time than most of th

approaches. However, HSDE probably does not Offer the same potential as an integrated

education approaeh aimed at the early years. Ironically enough, the McGuire and Kersh re ort

8



suggests that before the advent of 1:ISDE programs instruction in traffic safety was provided-by the
schools and integrated with other courses taught at the secondary or elementary,level. To the ext
that this was (or would havexontinued to be) the case is difficult to determine. However, while the
desirability of such an integrated approach is reasonably logical from 'a human learning point of.
vie it is not felt that such ad approach obviates the need for a formal .HSDE proiram.

,C. Recommendations
X'

With regard to the future role of driver education as a traffic safety co
cu

ntermeas e, it is felt
. ,

, .

than many Of the recommendations made by McGuire and 'Rersh (33) in 1969 stilrhold today.
'MThey felt that the question of driver educati effectiveness should be subjected to ore rigorous

experimental-designs specifically involving r ndornly assigned groups. Before-the-fact rather than
after-the-fact studies were,completely within the realm of possibility at that time, and should have
been initiated immx.diately. Furthermore, they considered it in the national interest to evaluate
critically all sociarand educational programs against carefully defined goals and objectives, and that
any expansion of such programs without such proof of effectiveness would not be in the national
interest. . ..

Some of the specific recommendation/imade in that 1969 report, which are considered.to be
.sufficiently relevant to be repeated at this time; include the following:

If crash reduction is accepted as a pelmary goal of HSDE [which $11-11CSA feels is the case] then immediate

. priority should be given to the further evaluation of various types of programs using death, injury and prop-
, erty damage as the primary criteria.of success. In this research, careful attention should be gi'ven to the im-

portant variables,of cOurse content, puyil dinerences, teaCher-differences, school differences, and number
of course hours. C

If some existing courses, and/or parts of them show an ability to reduce accidents, uch courses should
form the basis for developing and refining a single driver education curriculum that sRtnild replace all others
of lesser effect.

If subsequent reseirch [in a particular locality] indicates that no existing program is Capable of influencing
the accident rate, then new,Lexperimental, programs should be devised and appropriately evaluated. Those
programs, however, should be .... large enough only to satisfy the requirements of good experimental
design

In addition to the foregoing evaluation recommendation offered by McGUire and Kersh, Vie
following-Program-development-oriented recoMmendations made by qoldstein (16) are also considr
ered to be relevant at this time:

A more detailed and comprehensive review of The literature relevant to influenciikg driver
behavior should bemade. This review sholdd include research deallg with more Odrneral :

human behavior as well as specific driving behavior in an attempt to develop new aPproaches
to modifying the latter.
A diagnostic nmedial approach to driver pieparation (and to driver licensing and driver
improvement as well) should be pursued and evaluated.. Such an approach would be based
On the individual differences that exist in any target population, and would attempt to de-
velop custom programs based on some of the more important differences.

Alcohol should receive considerable attention in any current program.

Parent-participationapproaches to the behind-the-wheel (BTW) phase of HSDE should,be
developed and evaluated.

-Precourse preparation by parents should be explored and evaluated.

9 9
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The effectiveness of integrating traffic safety into the subject matter of other course s'shotild ,;*

be irivestig4ed. ,

;-.
\ . . ,

In addition to these earlier reeommendationS, the followin4 recobviendafions, whichwc*
primarily affect State and local programs, are offered: '

..., _ , .

go- Immediate consideration by NUTSA should be given'to modifying the UriverEduca- tion -:

. ,. Standard to reflect the increased emphasis on eyaluatiori suggested.throlighout thtsiepott
and,apparent in the recommendations of Meguire and Kersih`. EtPialemphasis'shoUld b,e

placed pn the development and proper evaluation.of innovative driver\education approaches..

This effort should be made in recognition that' it will be impbssible for the Federal,Govern-

ment to investigate adequately all the areas' of driver education-that require iniiestiution, Or ..

to provide a sufficient .body ofiresearch results.with regard..to even limited areas orinterest: ..,-;

9 Any such standard revision should be designed to stimulate dgyelOPment and:evaluation '. H

efforts in the States and localities, and should make the,availability of.funds pritnarily lier

pendent on meeting such requirements rather than on meeting progranXPansion
requirements.

. .
..,,

. ....,,

Considerably more emAasis should be pl4ced on the' development and proper 6.,aluation of,

., .K-12 safety education progratns in vailous States, because such prograins may'offer a greatex

potential for success. It is of primary importance,-however, HIM such evaluations be probtirly.
'designed and carried out owing to the long period of time required to document the crzAh ':e

, redpctiort potentiafof such programs..
.

' ,Considerably more evakiation emphasis should be placed on investigating instructor charac-

teristk:s, such as background preparation, motivation, driving recordsj and Current assign-

ments and responsibiLtties.*Such factors should be evaluated in relat on to thesubsequent .

driving records of students'. (For example, students might be random y assigned to those

instructors whose primary assignments are in HSDV and to those whose primary ignments

arc in physical educatiOn. Subsequent records of students from both groups coul , fol-

lowect up and compared.)
Evaluatiori.ernphasis should also be placed on the effectiveness, and cOs't effectiveness . the

-\4
use of driving simulators and multicar ranges for driver edutation and training:

'

Finally, with regard to specific NHTSA -ieserch, development, and demonstration efforts, the .
following recommendations are provided: .

,.
'1

The Safe Performance Curriculum, (SPC) should be evaluated by random assignment of stu-

dents ta grou-ps'receiving and not receiving thiPprograin. Sufficient numbers shotild be

'trained and followed up to peymit a determination of:8PC's crash reduetion potential: ,, 7- .,

Further developrand ev'aluatiOn of SPC should occur to permit a determination of

Which CoMpOnents of the program are cost effective. Once the instructional program phase

of the SPederponstration has been completed and tfte attainment of instruaional objectives

documented, States should.be encouraged to take all or part of the SPC curriculum for im-

plementation and evaluation. Based on the pooled results of NHTSA and State evaluations,
sufficient data'should be available to determincwhich parts are effective (and not effective)

'erent'situations, arid how.much they cost to implement. From these data, NHTSA

,e States can design a comprehepsive and cost-effective driver education program.

..

-i(---' ,

*Stich emphasis is most imp'ortant, because the instructor is probibly the Single greatest contributing factor in determining

whether a driver education program will have a desired effect.
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. The effectiveness of NI-iTSA-developed innovative_programs in accident avoidance skills
training, designed around accidant causative factors, should be evaluated both in conjunc-
lion with and in contrast to defensive-driving training techniques. Furt rmore, the appli-
cability of these'ptechniques for beginning driiier education as well as a vanced driver train-,

. ing should be determined. ,

Innov-ative.4pproaches to help foster safe and efficient driving should be developed for
. beginning ancl advanced driver training. Particular attention should be given to improving

-'
the.quality,of BTW training for beginning drivers: When\-innoyative teohniques have been
developed,,decisions can be rnacç on whether to incorporate them into a more comprehen-

....sive driver/edugation demonstrp1on or to compare them with existinktechniques.

The development of diagn ieremedial approaches, parti,cular`ly for ptoblei and adult
-c drivers, should be continued. The educatior; 'emphasis should be placed on m difying the,

behavioral factors that cause particular driving problems. These educational te hniques
would most likely be implemented and evaluated in a driver-licensing or traffic court selling.

lilecause of an apparent increase in the use of alcohol by young people, K-I 2 piogarns
should be developed and evaluated that attempt to counteract the excessive use of alcohol,
especittily during or before driving. Attempts should be made to determine at what period in
such a K-12- program various education approaches would be most effective:

;I
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Appendix A

HIGHWAY SAFETY PROGRA111NDARD4

DRIVER EDUCATION

Purpose

To tonsure that every eligible high school student has the opportnni
instruction designed to train him to drive skillfully and as safely as po

roadway condition's.

to enroll in a course of
le under all traffic and

To ensure that commercial driver training achbols achieve alba maintain a corresponding lev.el of
instruction for beginning drivers With recognition of differences between the needs of adults and

adolescents.

To provide education courses offering driving instructiortto adults.

Standard

Each State, in cooperation with its political subdiVisions, shall have a driver education tind

training program. This program shall provide at least that:

I. There is a driver education program available to all youths of licensing age which:

a. Is taught by instructors,serlified Iiithe State as qualified for these purposes.

b. Provides each student with practke driving and instruction in at least the following:
. ,

I) Basic and advanced driving techniques, including techniques for handling,

emergencies.

2) Rules of the road and other State laws and local motor vehicle laws and ordinances.

3) Critical Vehicle systems and subsystems requiring preventive maintenance.

4) The vehicle, highway, and community features

. that aid the driver in avoiding crashes,

b. that protect him and his passengers in crashes,

c. that maximize the sakiage of the injured.

5) Signs, signals, and highway markings, and highway design features which require
'understanding for safe operation of motor vehicles.

6) Differences in characteristics of urban and rural driving, including safe use of ipo,

modern expressways.

7) Pedestrian safety.

c. E.ncourages students participating in the program to enroll in first aid training.

7. There is a State research and development program including adequate research,
development and procurement of Practice driving facilities, simulators, and other similar

teaching aids for both school and other driver training use.

3. There is a program for adult driver training and retraining.

99



4. Commercial driving schools are licensed and commercial driving inStructors are certified in
acc-orthince with specific criteria adopted by the State.

5. 'The program shall be periodically evaluated;by the State, and the National Highway Traffic
Safety Administration shall'be provided with an evaluation summary.

NOTE: An elaboration of the meaning of this Standard is provided in the Driver Education portion
(Volume 4), of the NUTSA's Highway. Safety Program Manual. This Manual is. designed as a
guide forthe State§ and their political subdivisions to usein developing highway safety
program policies and procedures.'

This documunt is for sale (Price'$1.55) by the Superintendent of Documents, U.S. Government
Printing Office, Washington,-D.C. 20402. Stock Number 5003-00186.

fr.
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Appendix B

STATUTORY AUTHORITir FOR THE HIgHWAY SAFETY STANDARD
,

ON DRIVER EDUCIPtiON

the basic national legislative authority for the Progratri Standard on driver education'is
-contained in Chapttr 4 of Title 23, U.S.C. (hereinafter refej-recl to as the Highway Safety Act.of
l960);-Whicb states in Section 402(a):

"Each State shall have a highwa'y safety program approved by the Secretary, designed tO
reduce traffic accidents and deathS, injuries, and property damage resulting therefrOm. Such
programs shall be in accordar& with uniformstandards promulgated by the Secretary. Such

uniform standards shall be expressed in terrrfroperformance criteria. Such uniform
standarOs shall be promulgated by the Secre ry so as to improve driver pesformance
(including, but not litnited'to, driver education...)."

Section 402(b)(l)(E) of Tilie,23, U.S.C., supports the basic authori61 by stating that:

'The Speretary shall ngt approve any State highway safety program under this seCtion
Which does not'. . :proIde for cotriprehensive driver training program's, including (I) the
initiation of a State program for driver education in the sch9ol systems or for a significant'
expansion and improvement onuch a program already in existence; to be administered*by
appropriate school offidals under the supervisionof the Governor as set. forth -in
sub'paragraph (A) of this paragra0h; (2) the training of qualified schoOinstructors and their.
certification; (3) appropriate regulatiOn of other driver training schools;,,including licensing
of the schools and certification of their instructors; (4) adult driver training programs and

v programs for the retraining of selected drivers; and (5) adeqqate research, development and

procurement of practice driving facilities, simulators, and other similar teaching aids for
both scWool and other driver.trainipg Use."
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